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Abstract

This research examines economic values associated with recreation at Beaver 

Creek National Wild River (NWR) of Interior Alaska. Recreational activities are the 

focus of the economic valuation. Two methods, benefit transfer and a survey, are 

conducted. A Benefit Transfer Method is employed using a database of studies 

containing values of recreational activities in the U.S. A Survey, performed in summer of 

2008, is used to examine the characteristics and values at Beaver Creek NWR. Upon 

conclusion of the obtained present values of the recreational activities, scenarios are 

developed to comprehend the future values and changes in recreation at Beaver Creek 

NWR.
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1 Introduction

Each component o f  the national w ild and scenic rivers 

system shall be administered in such manner as to protect 

and enhance the values which caused it to be included in 

said system without, insofar as is consistent therewith, 

limiting other uses that do not substantially interfere with 

public use and enjoyment o f  these values.

Section 10. (a), Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 19781.

Alaska offers unique recreational opportunities (Brooks and Haynes, 2001; 

Brown, 2002; Chapin et al., 2004), including a number of wild and scenic rivers. Just 

over 1.7 million out-of-state visitors came to Alaska between May and September, 2008, 

eighty two percent of these visits were for vacation or for pleasure (McDowell Group, 

2008).

Wild and Scenic rivers of Alaska provide examples of natural ecosystems that 

offer many features often found among other recreational sites in Alaska. Remoteness, 

solitude, limited access, low usage and exceptional hunting and fishing opportunities are 

some of the just attributes.

The State of Alaska has twenty five Wild and Scenic rivers (Wild and Scenic 

Rivers Act, 1978) . These rivers offer unique recreational opportunities for both in-state 

and out-of-state users. Beaver Creek NWR provides an exemplary site to understand the 

values of unique recreational opportunities Alaska has to offer.

Today, the State of Alaska (Departments within) measures the volumes of 

visitors/tourists; it also measures the economic impact tourism is making on the

1 As set forth by U.S. Congress in 1978, the “values” of the nation’s wild and scenic rivers are to be 
protected and enhanced.

2 For a complete list of Alaska Scenic and Wild rivers refer to Appendix A.
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economy . These figures are also estimated for particular regions within the State (State 

of Alaska, 2008). These numbers, as correct as they may be, do not allow value 

estimations of the “value” of particular tourist/recreational site.

A few attempts to measure economic values of recreational activities in Alaska 

have been made4. To estimate the net economic value of tourism in Alaska is not yet 

quantifiable (Colt, 2001).

This study strives to investigate economic and socio-economic values for one 

particular recreational site in Alaska. The goal of this study is to pinpoint, rather than 

generalize, the benefits that unique Alaskan sites, such as Beaver Creek National Wild 

River (NWR), offer to their users. Such value estimations then become very important 

supplements in policy making, management development, and protection efforts towards 

these sites and adjacent areas.

There has not been a single original economic valuation study of recreational 

activities conducted specifically in the Interior of Alaska (see Loomis, 2005; Appendix

B). At the same time, an extensive database of recreational activities valuation research 

exists, providing a solid base for the goals of this study (Loomis, 2005).

This study uses Loomis’s (2005) database, together with an original survey 

implementation, to estimate the values of the recreational activities at Beaver Creek 

NWR.

This research of recreational opportunities of Beaver Creek NWR aims to offer an 

original study of a unique site of Interior Alaska from the economic valuation 

prospective. The lack of such studies in Alaska (Rosenberger and Loomis, 2001) and the

3

3 For example:
The travel and tourism industry generated about 10% of Alaska’s total employment in first part of 2000’s 
(State of Alaska, 2008).
An estimated 1.63 million out-of-state visitors traveled to Alaska between May and September 2006, 
spending more than $1.5 billion on lodging, tours, retail and other out-of-pocket (State of Alaska, 2007a).

4 For a comprehensive summary of economic studies related to recreational activities of Alaska refer to 
Appendix B.
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demands of an ever-growing Alaskan tourism industry (State of Alaska, 2007b) demand a 

need for economic research of Alaskan recreational sites.

This paper is organized into chapters as follows: Chapter One offers an 

introduction of the research site, it documents related economic research and explains the 

specific details a research such this encounters. Chapter Two builds a theoretical 

understanding of economic tools needed to undertake this research. Chapters Three 

(Benefit Transfer) and Four (Survey) discuss standardized economic methods used to 

evaluate recreational activities of Beaver Creek NWR. Chapter Five discusses the results 

of both methods used and develops scenarios of possible future change in the economic 

value at Beaver Creek NWR. Chapter Six presents conclusions and considerations for 

further research.

1.1 Beaver Creek National Wild River

The segment o f  the main stem from  the vicinity o f  the 

confluence o f  the Bear and Champion Creeks downstream 

to its exit from  the northeast corner o f  township 12 north, 

range 6 east, Fairbanks meridian within the White 

Mountains National Recreation Area, and the Yukon Flats 

National Wildlife Refuge, to be administered by the 

Secretary o f  the Interior.

Beaver Creek, Section 3. (45). Wild and Scenic River Act, 1978.

Beaver Creek NWR is located north-east from the city of Fairbanks; the mile zero 

of this river is approximately 100 air miles from Fairbanks. The first 127 miles of Beaver 

Creek are designated as a National Wild River (Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 1978). Mile 

zero of the NWR is at the confluence of Bear and Champion Creeks. For the next 111
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miles the NWR flows through the White Mountains National Recreation Area (White 

Mountains NRA) administrated by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). The last 16 

miles of Beaver Creek NWR corridor are located within the Yukon Flats National 

Wildlife Refuge, which is administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (U.S. 

FWS).

To provide a point of reference, White Mountains NRA has about one million 

acres. For perspective, Grand Canyon National Park, the fourth biggest national park in 

the continental United States, has an area of 1.2 million acres.

Public Access

Beginning in Fairbanks, Alaska, visitors to the Beaver Creek NWR would start by 

travelling northeast on the Steese Highway (tarmac). On mile 57 of the Steese Highway, 

they would turn left to US Creek Road (gravel) for approximately six miles; this road is 

maintained by the State of Alaska. After crossing the Nome Creek Bridge, visitors turn 

left on to Nome Creek Road toward the northwest (gravel, 4 wheel drive only) that is 

maintained by the BLM. Nome Creek Road is infamous, especially in early summer, for 

rough conditions; it can become impassable due to spring run-off and river overflow. At 

the very end of the Nome Creek Road, BLM established Ophir Campground and a 

pullout rest area adjacent to the campground, designed as an official put-in location to 

float Beaver Creek NWR. From this point, visitors will float approximately six river 

miles on Nome Creek to reach Beaver Creek at mile six of the National Wild River. To 

reach the put-in for Beaver Creek NWR from downtown Fairbanks requires traveling 76 

road miles5. A map of the public access to Beaver Creek NWR is found in Figure 1.

5 Distance recorded by the author on 07/29/2008.
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Figure 1: Map of the public access to the put-in point of Beaver Creek NWR.

Float Trip on Beaver Creek NWR

The float trip that Beaver Creek NWR offers is the main focus of this research.

Once visitors reach the put-in point, as described above, they start by floating first 

the Nome Creek and then the Beaver Creek NWR. Beaver Creek NWR winds through 

the White Mountains NRA and provides visitors with scenic views, abundant wildlife, 

and remote solitude experience.

The put-in point to float Beaver Creek NWR is well established and it is 

documented (BLM) that almost all users use this designated point to start their float trip. 

There are two places (A, B) where an individual floating the river (floater) typically ends 

the trip, these are as follows:
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A) Confluence of Victoria and Beaver Creek - there is a commonly used gravel 

bar in this area (river mile 111), where an air-taxi can land. There are several air taxi 

operators in Fairbanks that will make gravel bar landings to pick up floaters. 

Arrangements must be made in advance for pickup dates and locations. Due to the small 

size of the plane that is used for the pick-up, the floaters need to use inflatable rafts or 

folding canoes. The length of this float trip is usually 6 to 12 days (BLM, 2001), 

depending on the travel speed of the floating party.

B) Yukon River Bridge - the float trip can be extended for another two weeks (on 

average), if  the Yukon River Bridge is the take-out location. Beaver Creek NWR ends at 

river mile 127, but Beaver Creek continues to flow through Yukon Flats National Wild 

Refuge (Yukon Flats) for another 176 miles before emptying into the Yukon River. From 

this confluence point, the float continues for about 90 river miles, where the bridge and 

the Dalton Highway access can be reached. The total length of this float trip is from three 

to four weeks and the total distance traveled is around 400 river miles (BLM, 1983). This 

particular float trip is the longest road-to-road float in the United States6,7.

C) Other Locations -  In addition to A or B alternative, it is also possible to end 

the trip from other locations on the river. Users can designate a specific point on the river, 

where they want be picked up by the air-taxi, given the gravel bars in the area chosen are 

suitable for landing a small aircraft and for use as a possible take-out point . These 

locations are not, however, monitored by BLM9.

6 Stated by Mr. Berry Whitehill, Deputy Refuge Manager of Yukon Flats, U.S.FWS on 04/12/2008.

7“This 360-mile trip has been called the longest road-to-road float in North America.” -  source: 
http ://www.blm. gov/ak/st/en/prog/sa/beavercrk_nwsr. html

8 According to Mr. Bob Bursiel, Wright Air has in past used gravel bars in 8 locations within the Beaver 
Creek NWR corridor. There is also a possibility to land an aircraft on the river itself, given high water 
levels (interviewed on 08/28/2008).

9 During the survey conducted in Summer 2008, five respondents of the survey indicated using “other 
location” for their take-out point.

http://www.blm
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1.2 Recreational Activities of Beaver Creek NWR

For the purpose of this study, the primary summer10 recreational activities of 

Beaver Creek NWR are examined.

The following river resource values have been identified at Beaver NWR by the 

Bureau of Reclamation in 1973 -  a) primitiveness, b) exceptional grayling fishing, c) 

exceptional aesthetic qualities, d) abundant wildlife along the river, e) outstanding novice 

or family canoeing opportunities, f) outstandingly remarkable recreational opportunity 

(USDI, 1973).

Van Haveren et al. (1997) recognizes a number of attributes that a float trip on 

Beaver Creek NWR offers -  being in a natural setting, remoteness, primitiveness, 

solitude, relaxation, scenery, vistas, wildlife viewing, hiking, fishing, canoeing, camping 

and hunting.

Upon consultations with BLM, guides, and background research, six categories of 

recreational activities fitted to Beaver Creek NWR are distinguished below.

Non-motorized Boating

A common user of Beaver Creek NWR uses canoe, raft of similar floating device 

as means of transportation on the river; therefore non-motorized boating is crucial, and to 

some extent, a necessary activity connected with this river. For some users, floating the 

river may be the sought-after recreational activity; other users, such as hunters, float the 

river as a mean of transportation within an otherwise problematically accessible region.

Hunting

The White Mountains NWR is valued for its hunting opportunities. Big game 

animals harvested from this region (Game Management Unit GMU - 25C) are moose,

10 “Summer” is the period from May 15th to September 30th. This is the timeframe Nome Creek road, which 
leads to put-in site for Beaver Creek NWR, is officially open for public use (www.blm.gov).

http://www.blm.gov
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caribou, Dall sheep, brown bear and black bear (Alaska Department of Fish & Game, 

2008). Harvesting big game, especially moose, plays a very important role in the lives of 

many Alaskan residents.

Fishing

Beaver Creek NWR is recognized as one of the prime locations for grayling 

fishing in Interior Alaska. To some extent, especially down-river, pike fishing is also of 

good quality. Catching fish on Beaver Creek NWR provides users with entertainment as 

well as a source of food.

Wildlife/Scenery Viewing

Beaver Creek NWR cuts through the most remote and scenery-abundant territory 

of White Mountains NRA. Scenery during the float trip includes views of the cliffs and 

mountain peaks together with a daily encounter of wildlife; from a variety of birds to big 

game, fish, and naturally, beavers.

Hiking11

The BLM has created many public hiking trails of excellent quality throughout 

the White Mountains NRA. While floating Beaver Creek NWR, users can access many of 

these public trails and for a moderate fee, can also stay in one of the nearby public cabins. 

Users can also hike into the backcountry during their daily stops on unmarked trails or 

just walk into the landscape at their leisure.

11 For complete map of public trails and cabins in White Mountains NWR refer to Appendix C.
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General Recreation

There are various other recreational activities that users of Beaver Creek NWR

can experience. Camping, building a campfire, relaxing, walking, or enjoying the solitude
12are just some of the possible recreational activities while floating the river .

1.3 Why Evaluate Recreational Activities of Beaver Creek National Wild River?

The term of economic value is an important subject in everyone’s lives. It may be 

easy to figure out the value of some things -  like the value of a gallon of milk in a store. 

We may know what our house is valued, which is a more complex value. This study 

attempts a rather more complex value process by assessing the economic value for the 

recreational activities of Beaver Creek NWR.

Beaver Creek NWR is a spectacular river with great views, wildlife, and almost 

no human disturbance. The Beaver Creek float trip offers the longest road-to-road float in
13the United States . There is a limited recreation usage today, but arguably this usage 

may increase in years to come. Current users have a solid image about Beaver Creek 

NWR, the image may differ among them, but they all have an idea of how valuable the 

river is to them. What about the rest of us? We do not know what the value of this river 

is; what if we lost the possibility of the recreation at this river, what exactly would we 

lose? How much economic value would we lose? This study attempts to answer these 

questions.

Knowing and understanding the economic value is important; information about 

the economic value can be used in variety of ways to manage and help protect the river. 

The present and future users can examine this economic value to make decisions about

12 For the purpose of this study, such activities are bundled under general recreation.

13 In this case, the users float from the put-in at Nome Creek to the Yukon River Bridge take-out.
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their use of the river. The estimation of the economic value of recreational activities of 

Beaver Creek NWR can also assist in making future decisions in policy making, 

development, and conservation efforts.

1.4 Economic Research in Alaska Related to Nonmarket Valuation

Loomis’s (2005) seminal work on literature on recreation use value spans from 

1967 to 2003. A complex database created by this study reports on recreation values and 

characteristics in detail14.

For the initial understanding of the economic research of Alaskan recreational 

activities, my study turned to the Loomis (2005) database and identified all the studies 

reported for Alaska. There is total of ten studies reported in the database that are related 

to Alaska.

To further assess these ten Alaskan studies, each of these studies was obtained 

and examined. For each of the ten studies, a spreadsheet summary of reported economic 

values was created. Each spreadsheet contains the values originally reported and the 

values converted to 2008 levels15.

In an effort to gain additional understanding of economic values of Alaskan, and 

specifically Beaver Creek NW R’s recreational activities, my study turned to Kaval’s

(2006) report that is based on the Loomis (2005) database. It her report, Kaval 

summarizes the economic values of the recreational activities in US parks and wilderness 

areas. By identifying the types of recreational activities of Beaver Creek NWR above, my 

study was able to extract the values from Kaval’s report and give a comparative

14 Complete database is available at: http://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/data/RecValues.htm.

15 For the spreadsheets of the ten Alaskan studies on economic valuation of recreational activities refer to 
Appendix B.

http://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/data/RecValues.htm
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perspective on the mean economic values of recreation activities in the continental US 

and Alaska (Table 1).

Table 1 provides an initial snapshot of economic values for the recreational 

activities related to Beaver Creek NWR. The values reported in Table 1 are not directly 

applicable to Beaver Creek NWR, but they do provide important information on past 

research for the related recreational activities and identify their baseline economic value.

Table 1: The values and the range of values obtained from the report for the specific 

recreational activities, based on Kaval (2006, p.8).

Activity
# of Alaska 
observations

Alaska
Mean

# of Continental 
U.S. observations

Continental 
U.S. Mean

Float boating 1 18.53 80 69.07
General recreation 1 15.15 38 28.89
Hiking 1 15.83 270 44.47
Hunting 7 67.04 270 47.7
Fishing 4 63.28 173 50.65
Wildlife viewing 8 50.36 232 47.5

Values reported are in 2006 U.S. dollars.

1.5 Documented Recreational Use Volume at Beaver Creek National Wild River

The BLM provided this research with an internal database that maps the usage at 

Beaver Creek NWR. In the summers of 2002, 2003 and 2004, BLM personnel conducted 

aerial surveying of the area of Beaver Creek NWR and visually counted the users on the 

river. BLM used these observations to estimate average usage of the river; this study 

relies on these observations and estimates as well.

The BLM observations (Table 2) have been successful in identifying usage 

volume, type of the users, type of transportation means, and other related information
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valuable to the management needs of Beaver Creek NWR. The numbers related to the 

amount of users give an idea of usage volumes at Beaver Creek NWR in the summer 

months, even though statistically reliable analysis is not plausible from this data. BLM 

estimates the mean number of summer users in recent past years (2000’s) to fluctuate 

between 200 and 300. This study relies on and applies this information, as though it may 

arguably differ.

Table 2: Visitor use at Beaver Creek NWR during the summers of 2002, 2003 and 2004.

Year From To

Duration
in

days

Total 
of obs. 
days

Total
of
parties

Amount 
of users 
observed

Average 
persons 
in party

Average 
days per 
obs.

2002 5-Jun 18-Sep 105 29 75 210 2.80 3.62
2003 3-Jun 17-Sep 106 17 48 110 2.29 6.23
2004 2-Jun 14-Sep 104 10 31 68 2.19 10.4

1.6 Economic Research of Beaver Creek National Wild River: Limitations and
Applicability

It can be argued that a case like Beaver Creek NWR is too unique and 

inapplicable to other recreation sites. Firstly, Beaver Creek NWR has a very low 

recreational usage. Assuming the above estimates of 200 to 300 people per summer are 

correct, this means that only a little over two people per day, on average, use the river 

during the summer season16. Secondly, Beaver Creek NWR is remote and not easily 

available to a large amount of the general population. There are less then a hundred 

thousand permanent residents in the Interior Alaska (State of Alaska, 2008). State of

16 Summer (May 15th to September 30th) equals to 137 days; 300 divided by 137 equals to 2.19 users per 
day.
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Alaska itself can be classified as a remote location for recreation. Thirdly, Beaver Creek 

NWR is not easily accessible to potential users. The route access is available at the put

in, but requires an all-wheel-drive vehicle for much of the summer season. The most 

common take-out point is only accessible by air taxi. Finally, recreational use of Beaver 

Creek NWR is costly. The air taxi cost, travel to Alaska, transport of the equipment, and 

higher prices of goods in Alaska can all act as prohibitive barriers to more frequent use of 

the river.

On the other hand, the economic value research of Beaver Creek NWR does offer 

many applications to similar sites and areas. There are similarities with other wilderness 

areas in Alaska. Alaska has a very limited road network and many wilderness areas may 

be only accessible by plane or boat. The other designated National Wild and Scenic 

Rivers in the Interior Alaska (Birch Creek, Delta River, Forty Mile River, Gulkana River
17and Unalakleet River) feature similar issues of accessibility, remoteness, usage, and 

cost as Beaver Creek NWR. There are also similarities with wilderness areas outside of 

Alaska. In North America, many recreational rivers share similar features as Beaver 

Creek NWR; especially in the remote areas of North Canada and US Northwest. 

Northeastern Russia also has many similar pristine wilderness areas/rivers that bear many 

of the same characteristics.

There is a critical absence of economic studies in these remote wilderness areas 

(Loomis and Rosenberger, 2001). In the case of Alaska, the absence of economic studies 

is dire; as Loomis and Richardson (2001) state: “Additional research is especially needed 

in Alaska, where a great deal of wilderness exists but few benefits have been quantified.”

Wilderness areas, not frequently visited in the past, have been experiencing a 

significant increase of visitors/users by the independent travels due to growing popularity 

of ecotourism in Alaska and worldwide (Janson, 2008). This fact can add stress to 

protection and conservation efforts assigned to the areas such as Beaver Creek NWR.

17 For a compete list of National Wild and/or Scenic Rivers of Alaska refer to Appendix A.
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Many wilderness areas of Alaska are also being challenged by the mining, oil and gas 

exploration and production, and similar economic activities, which irreversibly alter the 

status and conditions of these wilderness areas.

The State of Alaska is experiencing an increasing role of tourism industry in its 

economy (State of Alaska, 2008). One of the main focuses of Alaska’s current economy 

is to divert itself away from dependence on the extraction of non-renewable natural 

resources. Conducting evaluations of the vast recreational opportunities Alaska offers 

should be an essential task. Without thorough data, evaluations, and estimates for 

recreational sites, Alaska’s tourism economy lacks vital information necessary to better 

the Alaskan tourism industry. Under current limited conditions in the economic research 

of the Alaskan recreation sites, the proper management and development of a strong 

tourism industry may be hindered.

This study represents a single effort to illuminate on unique recreational 

opportunities Alaskan sites have to offer and on economic vales they may hold. Granted, 

this study cannot give answers to all the questions for recreational sites throughout 

Alaska; rather it utilizes one single unique site, and upon the results from this study, 

comparison studies and efforts can be developed.
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2 Theoretical Model

This chapter provides the underlying economic theory to why economic 

valuations of environmental goods, such as recreation at Beaver Creek NWR, are 

important and what tools are available to economists when engaged in this type of 

research.

Loomis and Walsh (1997) stress that the valuation of outdoor recreation is 

necessary for: 1) improvement of management in the existing areas, and 2) defense 

against competing uses of existing natural resources allocated to recreation and 

evaluating allocation of additional natural and human resources to recreation. It was 

proposed by Weisbrod (1964) and Krutilla (1967) that the public may be willing to pay 

significantly for usage and protection of unique recreational resources.

Welfare economics provide the basis of understanding the economic framework 

for the economic valuation of nonmarket goods, such as recreational activities of Beaver 

Creek NWR. The key elements of welfare economics of this research are consumer 

surplus, compensating variation and equivalent variation.

The economic approach towards the measurement of consumer welfare is “dual” 

(Nicholson, 2005); we assume that individuals either maximize their utility under their 

budget constraint:

Umax (Pi< Qi) subject to / =  E"=1 PiQi, (2.1)

or we assume that individuals minimize the expenditure that is necessary to achieve a 

given level of utility:

Emin = Z"=1 PiQi subject to U = U(Pt, Qi), (2.2)
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where U  is the utility function, E  is the generic expenditure function, I is the income, P  is 

the price of the ith good, and Q is the quantity of a ith good; i = 1 to n is the number of 

individuals.
18The Welfare economics assumes an individual with “well-behaved preferences”

(Arrow et al., 1993), with indirect utility function V(P*, Q*, I), where the initial level of
*

the utility is V(P0, Q0, I). To receive the optimal level levels of price and quantity (P
*

and Q ), one follows the utility maximization approach. A set of equations for utility 

functions of goods, with Lagrangian expression for budget constraint, is to be set up. 

Upon employing the first-order conditions, and solving the set of ‘first-order’ equations, 

the optimal levels may be obtained. To ensure that these values are the ‘true’ maximums, 

second-order conditions, are to be met (Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 2009). P* is the optimal 

price level, Q* is the optimal level of quantity, P0 is the initial price level, Q0 is the initial 

level of the quantity of a good, and I is the level of income. In the new situation, where 

either price or quantity experience change, the indirect utility function contains new 

levels for price P1, and/or the quantity of a good . Where

AV(P*, Q*, I) = V(Po, Qo, I) -  V(Plt Ql  I), (2.3)

is change in welfare. The change in welfare is guided by a Pareto principle, where “if a 

particular change in the economy (in price or quantity) leaves at least on individual better 

off and no individual worse off, change in welfare may be said to have increased” 

(Samuelson, 1954, p. 209).

Following Freeman (1993), the terms “welfare-change” and “economic value” of 

a nonmarket good can be used interchangeably, which provides the sought-after 

economic value of recreational activities of Beaver Creek NWR.

18 An individual with ‘well-behaved preferences’ is assumed to comply with four axioms of utility theory: 
completeness, transitivity, convexity/continuity, and independence. See Nicholson (2005) for detailed 
analysis of the utility theory.
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2.1 Consumer surplus19

Consumer surplus is an approximation of welfare measures (Willig, 1978).
20Assuming that the ‘short-term’ income effects are negligible in the case of Beaver

Creek NWR, the consumer surplus can be used as a ‘fair’ value measure of recreational

activities. Consumer surplus is derived from the Marshallian demand curve, following 
21utility maximization .

If a demand function P = f  (Q) represents the different prices the users are willing 

to pay for the trips on the river, at market equilibrium (Q0,P0), then the consumers willing 

to pay more than the equilibrium price P0 obtain benefits. The sum of all the benefits of 

these customers is then the aggregate consumer surplus, in our case, the value of 

recreational activities of Beaver Creek NWR.

The area marked in Figure 2, consumer surplus for seasonal recreation use of 

Beaver Creek NWR, can then be mathematically expressed as (Dowling, 2001):

Aggregate Consumer Surplus CS = f ^ 0 f (Q )d Q  — Q0P0, (2.4)

where f ( Q )  is the Marshallian demand function for good (Q) the recreational activities. 

The total value of river recreation use is derived by calculating the consumer surplus for 

trip of each individual and then summing the consumer surplus for all the trips of all 

individuals (Walsh et al., 1985). Consumer surplus then provides the net value of a 

nonmarket good or service -  the net benefit received (McCollum and Miller, 1994).

19 Consumer surplus provides a good measure of the value derived for the recreation at Beaver Creek 
NWR.

20 As the wealth of the individual rises, demand increases, causing a shift of the demand curve higher at all 
rates of consumption.

21 Travel cost method is often employed to measure consumer surplus of recreational activities 
(Rosenberger and Loomis, 2001).
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According to the U.S. Water Resource Council (1983), the economic concept of 

consumer surplus is useful for measuring benefits from alternative resource use.

Figure 2: Consumer Surplus for seasonal recreation use of Beaver Creek NWR; based on 
Walsh et al. (1985).

2.2 Compensating Variation, Equivalent Variation, Willingness to Pay and 
Willingness to Accept

Compensating Variation (CV) and Equivalent Variation (EV) measures are 

derived from the Hicksian demand curve, which represents demand of a consumer over a 

bundle of goods that minimizes their expenditure while delivering a fixed level of utility, 

Equation 2.2 (Nicholson and Snyder, 2008). The appropriate measurements for a welfare 

change, while using CV or EV, are called Willingness to Pay (WTP) and Willingness to 

Accept (WTA). These measures (WTP/WTA) are dependent on the implicit property 

rights of a particular good (Schmid, 1985), in our case, recreational activities of Beaver

Willingness
to  Pay

Price P0

^ - i  ^ >
# of trips Qo Trips per season
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Creek NWR. In the following discussion, the CV and EV measures are analyzed with 

respect to a price change; similarly, these measures can be derived with respect to a 

quality change.

2.2.1 Compensating Variation

Compensating Variation (CV) is the amount that would (in theory) fully 

compensate the users of Beaver Creek NWR in the case of price change (decrease or 

increase). After the price change from the initial level p0 to the new level pL, the users 

are compensated so the utility level remains at the original level u 0. CV is measured as 

the area under Hicksian demand curve h(p, u 0)  between the initial and new price 

(Freeman, 2003). CV is based on the original utility level u 0.

rPl
CV = Jp0 h(p, u o) dp (for a price change). (2.5)

CV can be also expressed in terms of an expenditure function (again for a price change, 

see Figure 3):

CV = E(Pi, Q0 , U0 ) — E(P0, Q0 , U0 ), (2.6)

where E(P, Q, U) is the expenditure function of the Beaver Creek NWR users; subscripts 

0 denote the original level of price (P), quantity (Q) and utility level (U) and subscript 1 

denotes the new utility level. Again, the utility level is held constant - U0, the change is 

measured in welfare is measured only for the price change from P0 to Pl .

If a CV amount is positive, then it is interpreted as users’ maximum willingness to 

pay (WTP) for potential change. If the CV is a negative amount, then it represents users’ 

minimal sum to compensate them for potential loss, i.e. users’ minimum willingness to 

accept (WTA). Figure 3 shows an example of the CV, in the case of price increase.
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Figure 3: Compensating Variation for a price increase.

2.2.2 Equivalent Variation

Equivalent variation (EV) is the value, if  taken from the users of Beaver Creek 

NWR, that would change the user’s utility level from U0 to by the same amount as the 

change in the price P0 to Pl . EV is measured as the area under the Hicksian demand curve 

h(P, U1) at the new utility level and two prices P0 and P1. EV is based on the new 

utility level U1.

EV = h(P. Ui) dp. (2.7)
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EV can also be expressed in terms of expenditure function as (Figure 4):

EV = E(P0. Q0 . Ui) — (Pi. Q0 . Ui), (2.8)

where we measure the change at the new utility level U1, with the changes of 

price P0 to Pl . If EV is positive, then it is interpreted as the minimum amount of funds 

that would compensate the users to give up the possible change, that is, users minimal 

willingness to accept compensation to forgo the possible change. A negative EV amount 

represents users’ maximum willingness to pay to prevent the change (Flores, 2003). 

Figure 4 shows an example of the EV for a price increase.

Figure 4: Equivalent Variation for a price increa se.
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2.2.3 Willingness to Pay and Willingness to Accept

As noted above, Willingness to Pay (WTP) and Willingness to Accept (WTA) are 

obtained from the Hicksian welfare measures CV and EV (Ahlheim and Buchholz, 1999). 

Importantly, WTP and WTA are conditioned on the implicit property rights of the 

specific case. Table 3 illustrates the relationship between CV/EV and WTP/WTA with 

respect to a price change (Freeman, 1993). Implicit property rights in a specific case then 

govern the appropriate use of WTP or WTA as shown in Table 3 as well.

Table 3: WTP, WTA and CV, EV relationship with connection to the property rights.

Welfare Measure Price increase Price Decrease

CV -  Implied property WTP WTA
right in the status quo CV > 0 CV < 0
EV -  Implied property WTA WTP
right in the change EV > 0 EV < 0

WTP is defined as the difference between the maximum amount an individual is 

willing to pay for the recreation and the amount actually paid. WTP can be derived from 

compensating variation (CV) measure. For example, given price increase in price for 

recreation, WTP is defined as (Hanley et al., 2003):

V (P0 . Q. I — WTP) = V (Pi. Q. I) . (2.9)

Difference between WTP and WTA

There has been much debate among scholars, if WTP and WTA can differ in 

specific cases (Hanemann, 1991). Some of the studies examine the differences using 

experimental (Boyce et al., 1992) or contingent valuation data (Morrison, 1997; Shorgen 

and Hayes, 1997). The studies agree that the difference is largely caused by how much of 

the original conditions, of an environmental good per se, can be substituted with the new
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conditions. If the new conditions are a perfect substitute; the difference between WTP 

and WTA approaches zero. If the new conditions are unlikely to be a perfect substitute 

then the difference can be extensive (Shorgen et al., 1994).

In the case of Beaver Creek NWR, we can expect difference between WTP and 

WTA, because the present conditions cannot be mirrored if a sizeable change, due to 

development, should occur. Given the state of current legal conditions, a protection status 

of Beaver Creek as a designated National Wild River however, we can expect any change 

of the conditions as relatively modest. The difference between WTP and WTA should not 

be vast, but it requires attention. Criterion that can influence the difference between WTP 

and WTA depends on the condition if price or quality change is being examined.

2.3 Economic Value and Methods of Nonmarket Valuation

With respect to the environmental goods, Freeman (2003) defines economic value 

as a fair or proper equivalent in money or commodities. Environmental economics then 

looks specifically at the instrumental value, which is connected to utility and lies in 

contribution to some other goal. The concept of instrumental value is “well-suited” to 

dealing with environmental management questions, such as sustainability (Freeman, 

1993).

2.3.1 T otal Economic Value

Total Economic Value (TEV -  see Figure 5), in perspective of nonmarket 

valuation, can be defined as “the net sum of all the relevant WTPs and WTAs of any 

change in well-being due to a policy or project” (Bateman et al., 2002, p.28).

Total economic value consists both of a Use Value and a Non-Use Value.
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Use Value is directly related to the actual use of the good and its planned or
22possible use in the future . Use Value is divided into: Actual Use Value, the aggregate 

usage of the good in question, plus the value of planned usage; and Option Value, the 

value people have towards a good’s existence and that they are willing to pay to maintain 

it in order to preserve the good to gain an ‘option right’ of its use in the future (Freeman, 

1993).

Non-Use Value of an environmental good has a value to the public, even if
23individuals may not use or plan to use such a good . Existence Value is the WTP of 

individuals to maintain the existence of the good. Individuals value a good without an 

intention of using it due to the concern they have for the good/asset itself. Altruistic 

Value is defined when individuals are valuing a good for its availability to others in the 

current generation. Bequest Value is similar to altruistic value, except that is focuses on 

the availability of a good to others in the next and future generations.

Figure 5: Diagram of value types, based on Bateman et al. (2002, page 29).

22 Use Value, within the framework of environmental goods, is the value connected with peoples direct 
usage of the good.

23 Non-Use Value refers to the value that people derive from economic goods independent of any use, 
present or future, that people might make of those goods.
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2.3.2 Economic Valuation Techniques24

The theory of economic valuation is based on individual preferences and choices 

(Freeman, 1993). Individuals state or reveal their choices and tradeoffs they make, while 

facing particular constraint (e.g. income or time availability). The economic valuation 

techniques are typically divided into three types depending on the approach taken in 

finding the preferences of individuals towards the evaluated good; these are Revealed 

Preference Techniques, Stated Preference Techniques, and the Benefit Transfer (Champ 

et al., 2003).

Revealed Preference Techniques use an indirect approach to derive economic 

value from individuals’ behaviors; the concluded behaviors of the individuals are being 

observed and evaluated.

The Travel Cost Method (TCM) is primarily used to estimate economic values of 

ecosystems and sites used for recreation. TCM can be used to derive consumer surplus. 

Following Parsons (2003), the basic single-site TCM model can be written as r  = f ( t c r), 

where r  is the demanded quantity of trips, f ( . )  is the demand function for the site, and 

tcr is the trip cost. Random Utility/Discrete Choice Models are often associated with 

Travel Cost modeling. The models examine how the quality characteristics of a set of 

distinct sites influence the demand for each site (Deacon et al., 1998). Random Utility 

Models are based on consumer surplus measures of the individuals (i.e. Marshallian 

demand curve, McConnell, 1995).

Hedonic Pricing is a method, whereby the values of a resource or site 

characteristics are drawn from observable market transactions (Freeman, 2003). This 

method is most commonly used when environmental valuation involves housing markets 

(Taylor, 2003). Market Prices Method, which is related to Hedonic Pricing, estimates

24 For a thorough diagrams of economic valuation techniques and their relationship refer to Bateman et al. 
(2002, page 30) and Garrod and Willis (1999, page 6).
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economic values of products or services that transact in commercial markets. It is based
25on production or expenditure functions of the markets (Pearce and Turner, 1990) .

The second category of economic valuation techniques are Stated Preference 

Techniques. This is a direct approach, where individuals are asked to estimate the value 

or the preference towards an evaluated good.

The Contingent Valuation Method (CVM) can be used to estimate both use and 

passive values; it is most often use in estimation of passive values (Boyle, 2003). CVM is 

based on performing a survey that poses questions concerning WTP or WTA to the 

respondents. Arrow et al. (1993) concluded that CVM is able to produce value estimates 

reliable enough to assist in administrative, managerial, and judicial determinations when 

dealing with an environmental good. CVM is best used, when passive values are to be 

sought-after.

Attribute-Based Methods provide a fresh alternative to the well established CVM 

(Holmes and Adamowicz, 2003). Choice Modeling, Experimental Design, and Ranking 

models are some of the examples.

Finally, the third category of economic valuation techniques is the Benefit 

Transfer Methods (BTM)26; it is an indirect process of estimating value of a good. The 

method combines each of the other methods discussed above, while using existing data 

and gathered information from existing studies. BTM uses a transfer based approach, 

such as statistical regression model transfer to obtain values for a new site or good 

(Rosenberger and Loomis, 2001). BTM is used and discussed in depth in the following 

chapter of this paper.

25 Averting Behavior Method, another Revealed Preference Technique, is used in valuation for changes in 
health risks (Berger et al., 1987).

26 Combination of more then one method, especially one of Stated and one of Revealed Preference, is 
another possible category of nonmarket valuation techniques. Adamowicz et al. (1994) offer a primer to the 
approach.
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Throughout the rest of the text, the primary economic measure used for estimating 

the value of recreation at Beaver Creek NWR, will be Consumer Surplus and the Actual 

Use Values. It is important to remember, however, that more precise economic measures, 

such as CV and EV, exist. Also, it could be argued that Beaver Creek NWR and its 

recreation opportunities possess substantial Non-Use Values (defined in Section 2.3.1). 

This research does not deal with Non-Use Values, but rather recommends measuring 

these in much needed further research.
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3 Benefit Transfer Method

The Benefit Transfer Method (BTM) is one of the established methods of 

nonmarket valuation (Rosenberger and Loomis, 2001). BTM was used in this research to 

assess the values of recreation at Beaver Creek NWR. This chapter first discusses the 

concept, applicability, advantages and limitations of BTM. The research then utilizes a 

specific type of BTM (Meta-Analysis Model) to estimate values for the policy site, 

Beaver Creek NWR, using regression modeling. The results from this modeling are later 

presented. Lastly, a recapitulation points out the contributions and restrictions this 

specific model of BTM for Beaver Creek NWR may have.

Benefit transfer is the adaptation and use of economic information that is derived 

from a specific site(s) with similar resources and conditions (Walsh et al., 1992). As 

portrayed in Section 2.3.2, nonmarket valuation techniques are divided into revealed 

preference and stated preference techniques. Benefit Transfer Method (BTM) is neither, 

rather it analyzes existing studies and the values obtained from these studies, while 

referencing the types of studies in its model. The goal of BTM is to estimate 

benefits/values at a policy site using estimated benefits from the existing studies, usually 

with some adjustments (Hanley et al., 2007).

Why Benefit Transfer Method

Agencies, such as U.S. Forest Service, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 

and U.S. Department of Interior need to evaluate numerous sites they administer. To 

conduct an original valuation study for every one of these sites is costly and impractical; 

in many instances such studies are unnecessary. During the last thirty years, research 

agencies have compiled existing data from original nonmarket valuation studies (study
27sites) and created comprehensive databases that are being used to help evaluate new

27 For an example of such database refer to Environmental Valuation Reference Inventory (www.evri.ca).

http://www.evri.ca
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study sites (policy sites). Under controlled conditions, we can use these databases to find 

values for a desired policy site; the method of transferring values from the study site(s) to 

the policy site is then called Benefit Transfer.

Benefit Transfer Method is a relatively new approach of economic research in the 

field of nonmarket valuation. Smith and Kaoru (1990) were the first researchers that 

employed meta-regression analysis for BTM into economic valuation.

Researchers often incorporate BTM into their work, for various reasons including

budget constrains, time limitations, and low or insignificant resource impacts
28(Rosenberger and Loomis, 2001) . This approach is employed in this study.

The cost savings of implementing BTM instead of a full scale original study can 

greatly differ. Allen and Loomis (2004) attempted to graphically demonstrate how the 

costs can vary pending on the size of the projects. Figure 6 illustrates that researchers can 

save funds using BTM, especially if the size of the project is to be small or moderate. The 

savings can vary for individual projects, and in many cases an original study may 

produce better/more accurate results than BTM, which may offset the higher cost.

28 For example, this study employed BTM because of funding and time constraints and, arguably, 

Beaver Creek NWR is a study site with low resource impacts.
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A

Project size

Figure 6: Relationship between the cost and project size in regards of BTM and full scale 

original study. Adapted from Allen and Loomis (2004, p. 10).

Application o f  Benefit Transfer M ethod

Benefit Transfer Method has been applied in a variety of fields, including health 

care (Hanley et al., 2002), air-quality (Rozan, 2004), and natural resources (Luken at al., 

1992). BTM is also applied in various resource policy applications, where it is often 

called Environmental Value Transfer, such as water quality management issues, waste
29management and forest management . In the context of valuing recreational activities, 

Loomis (1992) provides the initial research using BTM. The method has since become a

29 Navrud and Ready (2007) offer many examples of successful use of BTM in various research.
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popular alternative to the original study practice, especially under time and budget 

constraints or when the estimated values do not require great precision. BTM is also used 

as a preliminary estimation prior to conducting an original study, e.g. TCM or CVM 

(Ready a Navrud, 2005).

The application process consists of four steps (Rosenberger and Loomis, 2001): a) 

identification of existing studies or values that can be useful for the transfer, b) deciding 

if the existing data are transferable, depending on the comparability and relevancy of the 

existing data with the new study area, c) evaluation of the quality of the studies to be 

transferred, and d) adjustment of the existing values to better reflect the values for the 

policy site.

Advantages o f  Benefit Transfer M ethod

Benefit Transfer Method is usually less expensive than performing an original 

valuation study (Figure 7). The benefits can be estimated relatively quickly (Loomis, 

2005). BTM can be used as a screening technique to help decide if a more detailed, 

original valuation study needs to be undertaken. The method also helps to estimate the 

gross values of recreational activities; particularly when full studies have been conducted 

on similar sites and recreational experiences. Governmental agencies often used BTM, 

because it can be quicker and cheaper than conducting an original study each time value 

estimate is necessary (Ready and Navrud, 2005). Bergstrom and De Civita (1997) suggest 

that conducting an original study may not be practical or efficient, especially in the 

field/region where a number of original valuation studies already exist.

Limitations o f Benefit Transfer M ethod

The accuracy of Benefit Transfer can be questionable, unless the transfer deals 

with very similar conditions for the sites being transferred between. There may be limited 

availability of original valuation studies that can be used. Unit value estimates can
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quickly become outdated and the adequacy of existing value estimates may be difficult to 

assess. Opaluch and Mazzotta (1992) demonstrated, on an example between salmon 

fishing in Oregon and salmon fishing in Alaska, that values acquired from an original 

study in Oregon do not provide sufficient information for reliable transfer method to the 

Alaskan site. The problem lied primarily in the very different characteristics between the 

sites. Despite its recent popularity, BTM’s use is fundamentally limited in cases where a 

very small number or no original studies, applicable to the policy site, exist (Navrud and 

Ready, 2007). It is evident (Appendix B), that a very limited original research has been 

conducted in Alaska. When conducting BTM for valuation of recreation at Beaver Creek 

NWR, it is important to keep in mind the limitations it carries.

3.1 Types of Benefit Transfer Method

There are two categories of BTM: a) Value Transfer Method and b) Function
30Transfer Method . Value Transfer is based on the idea that there is a single original 

study (Single Point Transfer) or a few original studies (Average Value Transfer) that 

significantly relate to the new study site. If the similarities (site characteristics, 

geographical location, and demographics) are feasible, that one may, under system of 

condition, transfer and adjust the values to fit the new study site. Function Transfer is 

conducted by transferring a demand function from the study site (Demand Function 

Transfer), or by transferring meta-regression analysis function that is derived from 

several existing study sites (Meta-Analysis Function Transfer).

30 For a comprehensive description of different types of Benefit Transfer Methods refer to Rosenberger and 
Loomis (2001).
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Single Point Transfer

As discussed by Ready and Navrud (2005), if  researchers can find a primary study 

conducted to evaluate nonmarket goods (study site) and match this study to the new site 

they are trying to evaluate (policy site) then a Single Point Transfer Method (SPTM) can 

be employed.

The SPTM assumes that the utility experienced by an average user of the policy 

site is the same or very similar to the utility of an average user at the study site. If this 

assumption holds, the mean benefit estimate of WTP can be transferred, with or without 

adjustments, to the policy site.

WTPvoiicy = WTPstudy ±  ADJ, (3.1)

where WTPpoiicy is the estimated WTP for the policy site, WTPstudy is the estimated 

WTP of the study site and ADJ is the adjustment factor in the case where the utilities of 

the policy site and the study site are very similar.

In Alaska, only one study (Hausman et al., 1995) has been conducted that may 

potentially qualify as a candidate as a policy site in context to Beaver Creek NWR as the 

study site. This study measures, among other factors, the values (consumer surplus) of
31pleasure boating in Prince William Sound of Alaska .

Close examination of Hausman et al. (1995) study reveals, however, that 

significant differences between this original study and the policy site (Beaver Creek 

NWR) exist. Specific differences include: a) pleasure-boating activities are made 

primarily at sea at the study site, b) geographic and socio-demographic differences are 

considerable, and c) when the Interior Region is included in the ‘nested multinominal 

logit model’, the estimated consumer surplus values are reported as non-applicable32.

31 For summary of consumer surplus values of Hausman et al. (1995) refer to Appendix B.

32 In Table 10 of Hausman et al. (1995, p. 24).
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Due to these differences, SPTM does not appear to be a plausible alternative for the case 

of Beaver Creek NWR. The results of the Hausman et al. (1995) study, however, give 

interesting information. The study estimates relatively high mean values for consumer 

surplus of pleasure boating per trip ranging from $388 to $527 (in 2008 dollars). The 

study does not report on the duration of the average trip, but the typical Prince William 

Sound pleasure-boating activity take less time to execute than the float trip on the Beaver 

Creek NWR33.

3.2 Meta-Analysis Model in Benefit Transfer Method 

The meta-regression analysis model in matrix form:

Y = Xfi + e, (3.2)

where Y is the dependent variable (in our case recreational value per day), ft34 is the 

parameters to be estimated, X  is a matrix of explanatory variables, and £ is the error term 

with the mean of zero and variance equal to a 2. The assumption of equal variance in 

errors is essential in assessing the significance of the model’s true parameters; if  this
35assumption does not hold, the statistical tests may be unreliable (Kennedy, 1979) .

Meta-Analysis is a statistical approach of nonmarket value estimation for a policy 

site (Shrestha et al., 2007). It combines the results of numerous studies that address a set

33 “Beaver Creek’s trip is the longest road-to-road float in the U.S.” - from the interview information of 
Mr. Berry Whitehill, Deputy Refuge Manager of Yukon Flats National Wildlife Refuge, U.S.FWS, on 
04/12/2008.

34 p is a vector of the parameters, indicating the slopes of each parameter.

35 Equal variance of errors is known as homoskedasticity. Unequal variance of errors is called 
heteroskedasticity.
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of related research data. Meta-analysis identifies the effective size for its model and then 

uses a selected form of regression to develop results for a policy site.

Advantages o f  Meta-Analysis Model

It is unusual to find a single study that can be matched and transferred to the 

policy site; therefore Meta-Analysis Model is an attractive alternative among researchers 

for evaluating nonmarket goods (Smith and Kaoru, 1990, Walsh et al., 1992, Shrestha 

and Loomis, 2001, Shrestha et al., 2007). The Meta-Analysis Model offers use of 

information that has been gathered form original studies, provides precise measures of 

central tendencies within policy site, controls for methodological differences among the 

study sites, and gives estimates for new sites and region, where there is an absence of 

original studies (Rosenberger and Loomis, 2001).

U.S. National Average Results o f  Meta-Analysis BTM for Selected Recreational Activities

Rosenberger and Loomis (2001) conducted benefit transfer using a Meta-Analysis 

Model for recreational activities and established levels of variables for the U.S. national 

average. Table 4 lists selected specific variables and values from Rosenberger and 

Loomis’s study. In the case of Beaver Creek NWR, variables RIVER, PUBLIC, 

NONMTRBT, BGHUNT and FISH fit the policy site. For these five selected variables, 

the national optimized values suggest that a public river with recreational activities such 

as non-motorized boating, big-game hunting and fishing should have above average 

recreational values (all the coefficients ft for these variables are positive). These national 

average variable values are not strictly related to our policy site (Beaver Creek NWR), 

but the variables selected are related; the values themselves represent possible 

expectation levels for Beaver Creek NWR.
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Table 4: Selected variables of optimized meta-analysis national BTM, Rosenberger and 

Loomis (2001, p. 20).

Variable Coefficient ft White’s standard error Mean of variable
Constant a 81.27 15.97 -
RIVER 16.78 8.09 0.04
PUBLIC 13.31 4.42 0.96
NONMTRBT 13.81 8.26 0.01
BGHUNT 15.39 3.72 0.25
FISH 7.06 4.31 0.17

RIVER -  Qualitative variable - 1 if the recreation site was a lake, 0 if otherwise.
PUBLIC - Qualitative variable - 1 if ownership of the recreation site was public, 0 if otherwise. 
NONMTRBT -  Float boating.
BGHUNT -  Big-game hunting.
FISH -  Fishing.
Values are per day and in 2001 U.S. dollars.

The estimated coefficients ft in Table 3 all have a positive value, which indicates 

that, on national level, one may expect the value of river recreation, on public lands with 

non-motorized boating, big-game hunting, and fishing primary activities, to be above 

average.

3.3 Validity and Accuracy of BTM and the Meta-Analysis Model

The issue of accuracy is an evermore important consideration for BTM36. 

Opaluch and Mazzotta (1992) state three causes that may make BTM inaccurate: a) 

preferences of users at the policy site (in our case Beaver Creek NWR) may significantly 

differ for the preferences of participants of the studies the transfer is based on, b) 

characteristics of the recreational activities of the original study site may differ from the 

characteristics that recreational activities of the studies the transfer is based on and c)

36 For examples of BTM validity studies refer to Brouwer and Spaninks (1999); Rosenberger and Loomis 
(2001); Shrestha and Loomis (2001).
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estimated values from studies that are used for the BTM may not correctly assess the 

values at the policy site.

To test the accuracy of BTM values, a validity system has been established. The 

problem with testing the validity of the transferred values is that one needs to have values 

for the site from an original study (such as contingent valuation). If both of these values 

are known, the validity test can examine the following hypothesis (Shrestha et al., 2007):

Hq • RVrtm — RVact = 0

Hi '■ RVbtm — RVact A 0, (3 3)

where H0 is the null hypothesis that the recreational value gained from BTM (RVBTM) is 

the same as the actual value obtained from the original study for this site (RVACT). Hi is 

then the opposite hypothesis, where these obtained values are not equal. Table 5 

summarizes the statistical methods of validity tests for BTM based on Shrestha et al.

(2007).

Validity and accuracy testing for recreational activities of Beaver Creek NWR is 

desirable. This research does not fully explore validity and accuracy testing for BTM, it is 

important, however, to present a theoretical understanding for this testing in regards to 

future research efforts of recreational activities of unique Alaskan recreational sites such 

as Beaver Creek NWR.

Table 5: Validity tests for BTM with hypotheses and procedures. Adapted from Shrestha 

et al. (2007, p. 165).

Objective Hypothesis Test Procedure
Analysis of similarity
between BTM predicted [(RVb tm  -  RVa c t  )/RVa c t ] * 100 = A* Percentage difference
value and ACT value
Test for the equality between Ho : Rd = 0 Paired t-test
BTM predicted value and Hi  '■ Rd ^  0
ACT value
Test for correlation between oIIc Pearson’s correlation test
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BTM predicted and ACT H1 : r ± 0
value_________________________________________________________________________

* A is the percentage difference between BTM predicted value and ACT value.
3.4 Portrait of Full-Scale Survey Research for Beaver Creek NWR

This section illustrates the process of a full-scale original study in regards to the 

advantages of BTM implementation. Original study with components such as “full-scale” 

survey can be very expensive and timely. In the case of nonmarket valuation of Beaver 

Creek NWR, a full scale original study using a method such as contingent valuation 

method would require:

- Careful design of a survey.

- Pre-testing of survey questions with several focus groups.

- Accommodating changes from the pre-test results, finalizing survey format and 

printing out surveys.

- Set-up of a survey “station” at the put-in point of the float trip throughout the 

entire floating season. Since the total amount of users at Beaver Creek NWR is 

very low, surveying as many users as possible is essential.

- The survey may need to be distributed to a random sample of Alaskan and non-

Alaskan citizens, if  also a measurement of nonuse values may be desired.

- Carry out thorough analysis of the survey results with possible follow-up with

respondents and other involved subjects.

Due to amount of time and funds required, it is unreasonable to perform all of the 

above tasks each time an evaluation for a single site is needed. BTM may become the 

alternative for many recreational sites in Alaska in future research. Only a site with a 

large impact (e.g. Denali National Park) will still require an original study approach.

The, Survey, Chapter Four, takes the approach of a ‘full-scale’ original study for 

valuation of recreation at Beaver Creek NWR. The Survey in Chapter Four cannot be 

considered, however, as a typical ‘full-scale’ original study, due to the existing budget 

and time constraints for this research.
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3.5 Database Used for the Benefit Transfer Model37

This study uses a Meta-Analysis Model via a database that is an accumulation of 

many researchers’ efforts in valuation of recreation over the last twenty-five years. The 

database includes practically all studies conducted between 1967 and 2004 in North 

America (USA and Canada), and it is presently the most complete database of 

recreational valuation studies (Loomis, 2005).

This database is based on rigorous literature reviews starting with Sorg and 

Loomis (1984) and Walsh et al. (1988). Other literature reviews of MacNair (1993), 

Markowski et al. (1997) and Loomis et al. (1999) continued to enhance this database with 

more recent data entries. The latest published update of the database was done by Loomis 

(2005). The values for recreational activities in this database are in 2004 U.S. dollars. 

Every study in this database is meticulously dismantled into numerous variables that 

characterize the specific study; importantly, for each study a value-per-day is reported. 

These reported values-per-day then act as the dependent variable (Y) and the 

characterization variables are being used as the independent variables (matrix X) in the 

regression model of this paper.

383.6 Regression Model for Benefit Transfer

The process of running the regression model involved channeling of the important 

variables from the Loomis (2005) database, creating dummy variables for regions and 

average days, and the running of regression. Correction steps were applied to the method

37 The database used in this paper for BTM is referenced as ‘Loomis (2005) database’.

38 The SAS 9.1® (www.sas.com) statistical software program was used to estimate the regression model. 
The program code, presenting the steps and procedures included, can be found in Appendix D.

http://www.sas.com
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for the presents of heteroskedasticity to secure viable significance levels in the result’s 

estimates.

Due to the reported value-per-day in the Loomis (2005) database, the value 

estimates for the recreational activities of Beaver Creek NWR were also calculated on a 

per day basis. The value estimates of the Loomis (2005) database were converted to 2008 

U.S. Dollars39.

The method used in this research derives the value of the recreational activities of 

Beaver Creek NWR using the Loomis (2005) database. From this database, the objective 

is to obtain the value of the recreational activities; an estimated recreational value-per- 

day-per-user (RVD).

RVD = a  + Pi Xi + p 2 %2 + ••• + Pk %k, (3 4)

where a  is the estimated intercept of the linear regression function constructed. p k (k=1, 

..., K) is the fitted rate/slope by which the estimated independent variables XK and 

estimated dependent variable RVD are related. XK are the independent variables obtained 

from Loomis (2005) database (e.g. type of recreational activity). Pending on the results of 

RVD, additional values can be estimated for recreational activities of Beaver Creek NWR 

such as the estimated values-per-trip and per-season of individual users:

RVT = RVD * TL, (3.5)

where RVT is the estimated recreational value of a trip of an individual user and TL is the 

estimated length in days of an average trip40.

39 The conversion from original 2004 levels to 2008 levels was set at 1.1245, accordingly with inflation 
calculator report of U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS, 2008) - http://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/cpicalc.pl.

40 The estimation for TL is based on survey findings (10.83 -  Section 4.3, Table 11, mean of the variable 
LENGTH).

http://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/cpicalc.pl
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RVS = R V T * US, (3.6)

where RVS is the estimated recreational value-per-season and US is the estimated amount 

of users per season41.

Extraction o f  variables, creating dummy variables andfinal dataset

As established in Chapter One, Beaver Creek NWR possesses specific 

characteristics. Selection of variables was made with respect to these characteristics. The 

variables included are: VAL2008 is the 2008 level value for the recreational activities; 

RIVER is the variable specifying if the recreational activities were river related; 

REGION is the variable for the location of the original study; AVGDAYS is the average 

number of days per trip, VALMETH is the type of valuation method; WILDERN is the 

recreation use in the wilderness area; PUBLIC is the recreation use on public lands; 

DISPERSED is the recreation with dispersed characteristics; ROSCLASS is the 

recreation type classification, and; ACTTYPE is the variable distinguishing the recreation 

activity type.

Studies that reported characteristics for the above variables were included in the 

final dataset. Additional limitations and boundary conditions were imposed. These 

included the use of the variable WILDERN, only if it was equal to one (meaning the 

original study had to be set in a wilderness area); for variable AVGDAYS, if it was 

bigger than zero (meaning the original study reported on the length of the trip in days), 

and; for ROSCLASS, a recreation type classification variable, if  it was equal to one 

(primitive) or five (rural) or seven (various). Dummy variables for REGION (six

41 The estimation for US is based on BLM findings (200 to 300 users a season -  Section 1.5).
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variables) and for AVGDAYS (three variables), were created. For the complete list of 

variables and their descriptions refer to Table 6.

The final dataset yielded seventy-one observations and nineteen variables.

Table 6: Variables with descriptions used in the Meta-Analysis BTM.

Variable Code1 Description Mean (S.D.)
VAL20 0 83,4 V011
AVGDAYS V013a
AVGDAYL2,3 -
AVGDAYM2,3 -
AVGDAYH2,3 -
REGION V019cc

NORTHEAST2,3 -
SOUTHEAST2,3 -
INTERMOUNTAIN2
,3 -

PACIFIC2,3 -
ALASKA2,3 -
MULTIREGION23 -
VALMETH V036
RIVER2,5 V077
WILDERN2,5 V089
PUBLIC25 V093

DISPERSED2,5 V101

ROSCLASS5,6 V102

ACTTYPE5 V103

Value converted to per person per day in 2008 dollars.
Average number of days per trip.
1, 0; 1= if have 1.0 (low) level of number of days per trip.
1, 0; 1= if have 2.l (medium) level of number of days per trip.
1, 0; 1= if have 2.47 (high) level of number of days per trip.
Regions of U.S. for the study. 1 (NE), 2 (SE), 3 (Intermountain), 4 
(Pacific), 5 (AK), 6 (Multiple areas).
1, 0; 1= if recreation site is in Northeast region of U.S.
1, 0; 1= if recreation site is in Southeast region of United States.
1, 0; 1= if recreation site is in Intermountain region of U.S.

1, 0; 1= if recreation site is in Pacific coast region of U.S.
1, 0; 1= if recreation site is in Alaska region of U.S.
1, 0; 1= if recreation site is in Multiple area studies of U.S.
Type of the valuation method; CVM=1, TCM=0.
1, 0; 1= if recreation site is river based.
1, 0; 1= if recreation use is in Wilderness Area.
1, 0; 1 = if recreation use is on Public Lands including Federal, State, 
County/City.
1, 0; 1 = if the site has characteristics of dispersed recreation 
with no formal site or facilities (e.g. hunting, hiking).
Recreation type classification; i.e. 1=Primitive, 2=SPNM,
3=SPM, 4=RN, 5=Rural, 6=Urban, 7=Various.
Numeric values of specific recreation type: 1=Camping, 2=Picnicking, 
3=Swimming, 4=Sightseeing, 5= Off Road Vehicle, 6=Motor-boating, 
7=Float-boating/Rafting/Canoeing, 8=Hiking, 9=Mountain Biking; 
10=Downhill Skiing,
11=Cross Country Skiing, 12=Snowmobiling, 13=Snowplaying, 
14=Hunting, 15=Fishing, 16=Wildlife viewing, 17=Horseback riding, 
18=Resorting, 19=Rock-climbing, 20=General Rec., 21=Other Rec., 
22=Wilderness 23=Waterskiing, 24= Pleasure Driving, 25=Visiting 
Arboretum, 26= Going to Beach, 27=Relax. Outdoors, 28=Visiting 
Aquariums, 29=Scuba Diving, 30=Windsurfing, 31=Bird Watching, 
32=Snorkeling, 33=Backpacking, 34=Visiting Envir. Ed. Center.

35.99 (35.60) 
1.27 (0.50) 
0.77 (0.42) 
0.17 (0.38) 
0.06 (0.23) 
4.11 (1.33)

0.06 (0.23) 
0.04 (0.20) 
0.11 (0.32)

0.55 (0.50) 
0.00 (0.00) 
0.24 (0.43) 
0.01 (0.12) 
0.28 (0.45)

The original variable coding in reference to Loomis (2005) database.
- Dummy variable.

3 - Variables used in the regression.
4 - Dependent variable.
5 - Criteria variables.
6 - Only studies with values 1 and 7 are included in the final dataset.
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Regression Model

The regression model to be estimated was (see Table 6 for explanation of 

variables):

VAL2008 =  a  +  P1AVGDAYM+ P2AVGDAYH+ (f^VALMETH + (^NORTHEAST 

+  P5INTERMOUNTAIN +  ̂ PACIFIC + P7MULTIREGION (3.7)

The selection of the variables for this regression equation was based on 

suggestions from similar studies, including Rosenberger and Loomis’s (2001) model for 

benefit transfer of outdoor recreation that uses location and valuation method’s variables. 

Due to specific characteristics of Beaver Creek NW R’s recreational activities, dummy 

variables for the average length of the trip in days were included as well. The variables in 

the regression model also met statistical significant level standards, while having no 

missing values. Note that INTERMOUNTAIN and AVGDAYL serve as base groups. 

Arguably, Intermountain region of continental U.S. (INTERMOUNTAIN) is the closest 

alternative available to the Interior of Alaska. The float trip on Beaver Creek NWR is 

multiple day pursuit, therefore one may expect change in values due to number of days 

per trip (AVGDAYL). Also note that dummy variable ALASKA is not included in the 

model due to the lack of data. The variable VALMETH reveals that 70 out of 71 

observation values were derived by employing TCM.

Model Diagnostics

The regression was estimated using the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) estimator, 

Initially, the model’s diagnostic revealed presence of heteroskedasticity. Davidson and 

MacKinnon (2004) and Andersen (2008) recommend treating and correcting
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heteroskedasticity or outliers’ presence by using robust regression . Using this 

recommendation, robust regression, using PROC ROBUSTREG command, was 

employed to obtain reliable estimates of standard error of the estimated parameters. The 

corrected model was re-tested for heteroskedasticity by using the Lagrange multiplier (LM) 

test for heteroskedasticity via TEST=LM statement in SAS 9.1® (within PROC 

AUTOREG command). The null hypothesis for this test is that the variance of the error 

term is constant, i.e. homoskedasticity is present. Test LM results shown in Table 8 

indicate that, at 95% confidence, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.

Table 8 also reports on the multicollinearity results, which were obtained using 

Variance Inflation Factor method (VIF command). The VIF results for multicollinearity 

presence are generally interpreted in the sense that if  the VIF number is lower than 10, 

the multicollinearity is not present for the variable (Wooldridge, 2006). Results in Table 

8 show that none of the variables in the model causes multicollinearity.

42

Table 7: Heteroskedasticity and Multicollinearity results.

Tests for Hetero- 
skedastidity

Chi-Square Pr > Chi-Square

LM test 1.6331 0.2013

Variable Variance Inflation Factor
Intercept 0
AVGDAYM 2.82535
AVGDAYH 1.05468
VALMETH 1.01491
SOUTHEAST 1.31690
NORTHEAST 1.41549
PACIFIC 2.71417
MULTIREGION 4.20211

42 “Testing hypotheses and the usual OLS inference is generally faulty in the presence of 
heteroskedasticity. Fortunately, OLS is still useful. Econometricians have learned how to adjust standard 
errors and t, F  and LM statistics so that they are valid in the presence of heteroskedasticity of unknown 
form, ...using heteroskedasticity-robust procedure.” (Wooldridge, 2006, p.272)
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3.7 Results

Table 8 shows regression results.

Table 8: Regression results of the Benefit Transfer Model

Variable Estimate t-value P > t
Intercept 70.2336 7.27 <.0001
AVGDAYM -6.2948 -0.43 0.6712
AVGDAYH 45.3978 3.10 0.0029***
VALMETH -17.1634 -0.61 0.5440
SOUTHEAST 46.1386 -4.04 0.0167**
NORTHEAST -39.4376 -2.46 0.0235*
PACIFIC -47.5738 -5.61 < 0 0 0 1***
MULTIREGION -33.7776 -3.95 0.0365*

Number of obs. 71
R-squared 0.4541
Adjusted R- 0.3934
squared
F-value 7.49
P-value of F < 0.001

* Variable is significant at 95% confidence level.
** Variable is significant at 98% confidence level. 
*** Variable is significant at 99% confidence level.

The R-squared and Adjusted R-squared indicate that the model has a good overall 

fit. Approximately forty percent of the variation in the dependent variable (VAL2008) 

may be explained with this model. The remaining sixty percent may be explained by 

other variables not included in the model, or by inherent variability (Wooldridge, 2006). 

The F-value, together with its p-value, determines the overall significance of the 

regression. The infinitesimal p-value of F indicates that the independent variables 

included in this model are jointly significant for this study at the 1% level of confidence.
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The estimated model from the regression is:

VAL2008 =  70.2336  - 6.2948AVGDAYM+ 45.3978AVGDAYH

- 17.1634VALMETH + 46.1386SOUTHEAST - 39.4376NORTHEAST

- 47.5738PACIFIC - 33.7776MULTIREGION (3.8)

The estimated model, Equation 3.8, offers multitude of interpretation 

opportunities. Note that only two variables, AVGDAYM and VALMETH are not 

significant at 95% level, i.e. they may not be capable to statistically significantly 

influence the value of recreational activities. The remainder of the variables is either 

significant at 95% (NORTHEAST and MULTIREGION), 98% (SOUTHEAST), or 99% 

levels (AVGDAYH and PACIFIC). The estimated intercept of 70.2336 indicates that the 

estimated value of recreation for the base group is approximately $7043. The estimated 

coefficient (3 for the variable AVGDAYM is negative (-6.2948); this indicates that the 

estimated value of recreation for the medium length of a trip is about $6.3 less than the 

estimated value of recreation for the base group44. The estimated coefficient (3 for 

variable the AVGDAYH is positive (+45.3978); this indicates that the estimated value of 

recreation for the high length of a trip is about $45.4 more than the estimated value of 

recreation for the base group. The estimated coefficient (3 for the variable VALMETH is 

negative (-17.1634); this indicates that the estimated value of recreation when contingent

43 Dummy variables INTERMOUNTIAN and AVGDAYL are set as our base group.

44 Intuitively, and also with respect to the significant positive value of (3 for the variable AVGDAYH, the 
negative value of (3 for the variable AVGDAYM appears inconsistent. Note, however, that the significant 
level for this variable (AVGDAYM) is inadequate (see Table 9).
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valuation method to be used is about $17 less than the estimated value of recreation for 

the base group45.

The estimated coefficient /? for the variable SOUTHEAST is positive (+46.1836); 

this indicates that the estimated value of recreation for the Southeastern U.S. region is 

about $46 more than the estimated value of recreation for the base group. The estimated 

coefficients /?’s for the remaining region variables are negative (NORTHEAST is 

-39.4376, PACIFIC is -47.5738, and MULTIREGION is -33.7776); these negative values 

indicate that the estimated value of recreation for Northeastern, Pacific regions and 

multiregional sites of the U.S. is lower by the dollar amounts of their respective value 

coefficients /? ’s than the estimated value of recreation for the base group.

To estimate a predicted value of recreation at Beaver Creek NWR, one can 

simply use the mean value for the Xk variable (Table 4); this approach yields following 

Equation 3.9, and an estimated/predicted value of value of recreation at Beaver Creek 

NWR per-day-per-user (Equation 3.10):

VAL2008bCNwr =  70.2336 - 6.2948(0.17)+  45.3978(0.06) - 17.1634(0.01) 

+46.1386(0.04) - 39.4376(0.06) - 47.5738(0.55)

- 33.7776(0.24) (3.9)

VAL2008bCNwr =  36.9228 =  RVD (3.10)

Using the approach above, our model predicts the value of recreation at Beaver 

Creek NWR on per-day-per-user basis to be approximately $37 (2008 U.S. dollars). This 

finding is further discussed in the following discussions, where it is refer to as a 

recreation value per day - RVD (see Equations 3.4, 3.5, 3.10 and 5.1).

45 Note that the variable VALMETH has a value 1 when CVM is used to produce recreation value estimates 
in the Loomis (2005) database. Variable VALMETH is not highly statistically significant in our model (see 
Table 9); only one observation of the final dataset employs CVM.
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4 Survey

This chapter is devoted to an empirical investigation of how the recreation value 

can be approximated using ‘field’ measurements collected from a survey. The survey’s 

design, implementation and results are presented below.

4.1 Design

The survey was designed containing the following sections: a) an information 

banner, title, and map of the region, b) a question section with twenty-one questions and 

three color photographs of the region, and c) feed-back section with space for comments 

and suggestions from the respondent and contact information. The questionnaire was 

printed on 11” by 17” paper sheet and folded into four sections in the form of a 

brochure46.
47The questionnaire contained four types of questions :

Dichotomous questions (Yes/No), which contain value zero or one. In this 

survey, questions number 8, 9, 11, 15, 16, and 17 were dichotomous.

Multiple choice questions are questions number 3, 4, 6 and 7. Sub variables were 

created for each choice in the given question. If a respondent marked a particular choice, 

corresponding sub variable received value one, and all the others received value zero. In 

the case when a respondent marked more than one choice in the question, all marked 

choices received value one and the others value zero.

Numerical with an offered range and option to specify a sum are questions 

number 12, 13 and 20. Sub variables for min and max for results of these questions were 

created. If a respondent chose a particular range of offered values, a min variable received

46 The questionnaire in the Appendix E has been modified from the original brochure format to fit this 
document.

47 Please refer to the Appendix E for wording of the specific questions.
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the minimum value and max variable received the maximum value for the range chosen. 

If a respondent specified the value, variables min and max received this specified value.

Numerical are questions number 1, 2, 5, 10, 14, 18, 19 and 21. These questions 

required entering a specific value, which corresponds with the value of the variable in the 

spreadsheet (for example question number 19 (acquiring the Zip code of a respondent), 

required to enter a number, which is not a value.

4.2 Survey Period, Locations and Success Rate

The survey was administered from August 1 through September 30, 2008. This 

time frame was chosen for following reasons: it captures 61 of 139 days between May 15 

and September 30 (46.5%), it includes the “moose-hunting period” from September 1 to 

September 15, when use typically increases, and it was during a period when frequent 

visits to the survey locations could be made.

The surveys were placed at five locations. The choice of the locations was based 

on consultations with BLM. The surveys were placed in the most probable locations to 

capture the users of Beaver Creek NWR, i.e. the potential respondents. The locations, 

used in this survey, correspond to the most representative access and services available 

for recreational activities. Other factors in choosing these five locations included the 

timeframe for the research and the funds available.

Nome Creek Put-In is the primary put-in point for users undertaking the trip on 

the Beaver Creek NWR. BLM provides minimum facilities for users; Ophir Creek 

Campground is in the immediate vicinity. BLM installed an information desk with a 

message board and brochure box (Figure 7), where users can voluntarily sign-in and 

acquire BLM brochures about the river and the region. The surveys were placed into the 

brochure box and a poster was tacked to the message board. The poster informed the 

potential respondent that the survey was taking place, asked them to voluntarily fill-in the 

survey and leave it at the information desk. A total of 13 surveys were collected from the
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Nome Creek put-in location, 10 surveys left at the information desk, 3 additional surveys 

were mailed by respondents (40.6% of total surveys).

Wright Air is the common air carrier (BLM) for the users at the end of the trip for 

transportation back to their vehicles, in the case; those users complete their trip at the
48mouth of Victoria Creek (www.wrightair.net) . These users were asked to voluntarily fill 

out the surveys, and mail their completed surveys to the author. A total of 11 surveys 

were collected from Wright Air by mail (34.3% of total surveys).

Peter Kamper (Alaska Expedition Service), a licensed guide on the Beaver Creek 

NWR, specializes with the international clientele, primarily Germans. Mr. Kamper was 

contacted through BLM and an interview was conducted at his home, where he hosts his 

customers before and after their trip on the river. Mr. Kamper handed out blank surveys 

and asked his customers to voluntarily fill them out. Mr. Kamper hand delivered 

completed surveys directly to the author. A total of 6 surveys were received from this 

location (18.7% of total surveys).

Go North is a tourist outfitter located in Fairbanks. It holds a guide license for 

Beaver Creek NWR (www.paratours.net). Blank surveys were placed at the Go North 

office for their Beaver Creek NWR users to voluntarily fill out. Go North did have some 

customers that went on the river during the time of the survey period; none of the 

customers, however, showed an interest in filling out the surveys (0% of total surveys).

BLM Fairbanks Office. During the survey period, two of the BLM employees 

floated the river and were willing to fill out the survey49. They voluntarily completed the 

surveys at the BLM office. A completed survey was also collected from the BLM office 

without an apparent source. The BLM office contributed a total of 3 surveys (9.3 percent 

of total surveys).

48 Blank surveys with postage paid envelopes were placed at the office of Mr. Bob Bursiel, the owner of 
Wright Air. Mr. Bursiel gave the surveys to the pilots picking up users of the Beaver Creek NWR.

49 One BLM employee took the trip on personal time, the other as part of his BLM job duties.

http://www.wrightair.net
http://www.paratours.net
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The total number of surveys collected was thirty-two. As the local BLM office 

has been intermittently estimating the total number of users of the Beaver Creek NWR, 

the estimates from years 2002, 2003 and 2004 range from 200 to 300 total users during 

the period from May 15 through September 30 (see Table 2). Based on these usage 

observations, the information collected from observations and interview results, the total 

usage of the river is approximately within the range of 200 to 300 users for the period of 

May 15 through September 30, 2008. Given these estimates for the total usage, the 

amount of surveys collected accounts for 10.6 to 16 percent of the total users per season. 

Accounting for the fact that the survey was conducted within 46.5 percent of possible 

timeframe, the response success rate of the survey lies between 22.9 and 34.4 percent50,51.

50 The success rate for the survey can also be calculated using the amount of printed and handed out copies 
of the questionnaire (68) and the amount of filled out surveys collected (32). Using this method the success 
rate is 47%.

51 The users can voluntarily sign-in into the “Put-in register” sheet provided by BLM and placed in the 
information desk at the Nome Creek put-in. Prior to the starting day of the survey, 12 users of the Beaver 
Creek NWR had signed out this sheet. The data from this sheet are limited. The sheet contains questions of 
the origin of the user, the amount of people in the party, the length of the trip, mode of travel and a 
comment section, in which the users may note their primary activity on the trip. For reference, a photocopy 
of this sheet is found in the Appendix F.
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Figure 7: One of the locations for questionnaire pick-up -  Nome Creek put-in.

4.3 Results

The completed survey results were analyzed by creating variables that 

corresponded to each of the individual questions. When additional analysis was needed, 

such as differentiating between in-state and out-of state user responses, added variables 

were generated. Table 8 lists and describes the variables.
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Table 9 - Legend of the survey variables.

Variable Question Description
FLOAT1 1 Amount of times respondent floated the river including this trip.
FLOATNONAK1 1 Amount of times non Alaskan respondents floated the river including this trip.
PARTY1 2 Amount of people in a party including the respondent.
FIND4 3 Source of gained knowledge about the Beaver Creek recreational 

opportunities: 1(friends), 2 (web), 3 (brochure), 4 (other).
TAKEOUT4 4 Location of the float trip endpoint: 1 (Victoria Creek), 

2 (Yukon River Bridge), 3 (other).
LENGTH1 5 Amount of days per trip.
LENGTHAK1 5 Amount of days per trip among Alaskan respondents only.
LENGTHNONAK1 5 Amount of days per trip among non Alaskan respondents only.
PRIMARA4 6 Identifying the primary recreational activity of the trip.
SECONDA4 7 Identifying other important activities of the trip.
REASON4,5 8 If - Yes - the Beaver Creek NWR’s recreational opportunities are the main reason to 

visit Interior of Alaska.
REASONAK4 8 Sub-variable of REASON for Alaskan respondents only.
REASONNONAK4 8 Sub-variable of REASON for non Alaskan respondents only.
MEET5 9 If - Yes - a respondent met anyone during the trip.
PEOPLE2 10 Amount of people respondent met during the trip outside of their party.
OTHERRIVER4,5 11 If - Yes - a respondent floated any other Alaskan rivers.
MVALUE3 12 Monetary value fitted for the overall recreational experience - min.
MSVALUE3 12 Monetary value fitted for the overall recreational experience - max.
TVALUE3 13 Amount of funds respondent is willing to pay for the trip if offered as 

a tourist package deal - min.
TSVALUE3 13 Amount of funds respondent is willing to pay for the trip if offered as 

a tourist package deal - max.
EXLH1 14 Estimation of expenses spent on lodging and hotels for the trip.
EXT1 14 Estimation of expenses spent on travel for the trip.
EXFPS1 14 Estimation of expenses spent on food, permits and supplies for the trip.
TEX1 14 Estimation of total expenses of the respondents.
TEXAK1 14 Estimation of total expenses of the Alaska only respondents.
TEXNONAK1 14 Estimation of total expenses of the non Alaskan only respondents.
TAKEOUTROAD4,5 15 Acquiring if - Yes - a respondent would be in favor of take-out point road accessibility.
ALASKAN4,5 16 Acquiring if - Yes - a respondent was Alaskan resident.
MALE4,5 17 Acquiring if -Yes - a respondent was male.
AGE1 18 Age amount in years.
ZIPAK4 19 If - Yes - a respondent had an Alaskan zip code.
IHOUSEMIN3 20 Total household income of the respondent - min.
IHOUSEMAX3 20 Total household income of the respondent - max.
PHOUSE1 21 Number of people in a household including the children.

1 Values are from 1 to n.
2 Values are from 0 to n.
3 Given range of values to choose from or to specify an exact amount.
4 Percentage analysis.
5 Yes/No question
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52Descriptive Statistics and Confidence Intervals

Variables’ means, standard deviations and 95% confidence intervals are shown in 

Table 10.

Table 10: Descriptive statistics of selected survey variables.

Variable Mean Standard Deviation 95% Confidence Levels53
FLOAT 2.19 3.02 1.1 - 3.28
FLOATNONAK 1.79 0.97 1.23 - 2.35
PARTY 3.35 2.29 2.51 - 4.19
LENGTH 10.83 3.46 9.54 - 12.12
LENGTHAK 9.07 2.58 7.64 - 10.5
LENGTHNONAK 12.60 3.40 10.72 - 14.48
MEET 0.56 0.09 0.38 -  0.74
PEOPLE 3.79 3.29 2.2 - 5.38
MVALUE 1353.65 1959.13 635.04 - 2072.26
MSVALUE 1659.68 1886.64 967.66 - 2351.70
TVALUE 835.74 453.64 669.34 - 1002.14
TSVALUE 1190.32 359.96 1058.29 - 1322.35
EXLH 134.14 193.62 60.49 - 207.79
EXT 731.03 593.78 505.17 - 956.89
EXTAK 488.24 400.98 282.07-694.41
EXTNONAK 1023.08 666.96 620.04-1426.12
EXFPS 373.28 239.13 282.32 - 464.24
TEX 1158.55 829.04 854.46 - 1462.64
TEXNONAK 1695.83 859.15 1149.95 - 2241.71
TEXAK 897.81 592.26 582.21 - 1213.41
AGE 39.06 10.43 35.23 - 42.89
IHOUSEMIN 65518.14 27201.28 55271.33 - 75964.95
IHOUSEMAX 82069.14 23509.91 73126.45 - 91011.83
PHOUSE 2.86 1.33 2.35 - 3.37

52 The descriptive statistical analysis and the confidence intervals were conducted using MS EXCEL® -  
‘Descriptive Statistics’ feature.

53 The confidence levels are reported, since the surveys collected are a ‘representative’ sample of summer 
recreation users at Beaver Creek NWR.
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The results show that the respondents visited, on average, the site slightly more 

than two times (2.19). Eighteen respondents were first time visitors, 56 percent of the 

total. The typical number of visits was five or less, except for the value from respondent 

number 13. Eighteen respondents were first time visitors, 56 percent of the total. From 

the number of visitors from outside of Alaska, the average of site visits is less at 1.79 

(Table 11).

The average size of the party floating the river among respondents was over three 

people (3.35). Respondents did not pursue the trip alone, 13 of the respondents traveled 

in a party of two (40.6% of total respondents). The biggest party had 14 members; 

otherwise the typical number of people in a party was six or fewer.

The average length of the trip among the respondents was almost 11 days. The 

maximum length of the trip was 21 days; the party used Yukon River Bridge as their 

take-out point. Five of the respondents completed the trip in 6 days, from which three 

stated the take-out point as an ‘other’ location. Without considering the length of the trip 

of respondent #20 (Yukon River Bridge take out point), respondents typically spent 6 to 

14 days on the river. Non Alaskan users traveled the river about three and a half days 

longer then Alaskans.

Forty four percent of respondents did not meet a single person outside their party 

during the entire trip (MEET). From the 19 people that saw or met someone, on average, 

they met less than four people (3.79 people, Table 11). The maximum persons that a 

respondent met were ten. Twenty-six percent of respondents that met someone, they met 

only a single person. Total amount of people that respondents met was 73.

According to the means for these variables, the overall value of the recreational 

experience on the river per trip for the surveyed group lies between 1353.65 and 1659.68

dollars54.

54 There are limitations to the proper economic explanations of these variables due to:
There has not been a focus group sample survey conducted prior to this survey to help establish the 
monetary intervals appropriately. There was a limited amount of intervals (4), which may reduce the 
accuracy in estimation of the recreational values. More interval options and broader overall range of values
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The recreational experience is valued differently among the respondents when if it 

is viewed as a full package deal for tourist55. The mean range of values is between 835.74 

and 1190.32 dollars. When compared with the range for MVALUE and MSVALUE 

variables, the values are thirty to forty percent lower.

All of the Alaskan residents entered zero for the variable EXLH (lodging/hotel 

expenses); the non-zero data for this variable come from non Alaskans. None of the 

respondents spent more that $600 for lodging. The mean for lodging expenses among the 

non Alaskan respondents is 134.14 dollars. The smallest amount paid for travel by three 

respondents was 150 dollars, all of whom were Alaskan residents. The highest amount 

entered (2,800 dollars) was by a respondent from Germany. Total mean for travel 

expenses among respondents is 731.03 dollars. When the travel expenses are separated 

between Alaskan and non Alaskan residents, the results of these means are 491 dollars 

for Alaskans and 1042 dollars for non Alaskans. Alaskan respondents spent about half as 

much for travel as did non Alaskan respondents. Respondents spent on average 373.28 

dollars on food, permit, and supply purchases. The mean of total expenses for 

respondents is 1158.55 dollars. There is a great difference between expenditure of

may help the respondent better decide on answering this question. The wording of the question may not be 
sufficient to correctly explain the respondent what it is asked, i.e. the question did not meet the ‘blue- 
ribbon’ standards for CVM question established by Arrow at al. (1993).
I do believe, however, that the Question 12 of the survey, “Imagine a monetary value you could fit to your 
overall recreational experience on the river?”, is best fitted to the unique site and the unique characteristics 
of the users of the Beaver Creek NWR. I believe the wording on this question is a most appropriate for 
given conditions, and it follows a scientific methodology.

55 It can be argued that a ‘typical’ present user of Beaver Creek NWR has independent tourist 
characteristics, i.e. not much interested in a commercialized ‘full-package’ tourist experience. Respondents 
support this hypothesis, by valuing ‘full-package’ tourist deal for recreation at Beaver Creek NWR as less 
valuable than the present state.
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Alaskans and non Alaskan respondents. Alaskan respondents spend about half as much 

for the trip as the non Alaskans56.

Mean age of the respondents was approximately forty years. The oldest 

respondent was 62 years old and the youngest respondent was 19 years old.

Seventy-two percent of respondents lived in a household with income of more 

than sixty thousand dollars. Only 12.5 percent of respondents lived in a household with 

income equal or lower than forty thousand dollars.

The mean of the household size in the survey sample was less then 3 persons. The 

biggest household reported by respondents had five persons including the respondent. 

Nineteen percent, six, of the households were size one.

56 Recreation at Beaver Creek NWR is used by considerable amount of oversees visitors. In this survey, 
10% of the respondent were from oversees. The oversees air-ticket expense may cause to broaden the 
considerable difference in travel expenditures between Alaskan and no Alaskan users.
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Percentage Frequency Distributions

Table 11 shows the percentage frequency distributions for the surveys’ qualitative 

variables.

Table 11: Results for selected survey variables.

Variable Friends Web Brochure Other
FIND 62% 10% 10% 18%

Victoria Creek Yukon River Bridge Other
TAKEOUT 78.1% 3.1% 15.6%

General Hunting 
Recreation

Wildlife
Viewing

Fishing Floating Hiking Other

PRIMARA1
SECONDA2

12.81% 25.45% 
11.42% 17.14%

12.72%
20.00%

14.54%
22.85%

14.54% 9.09% 
17.14% 10.00%

1.81%
1.42%

YES NO
REASON 56.25% 43.75%
REASONAK 23.52% 76.47%
REASONNONAK 93.33% 6.67%
OTHERRIVER 21.87% 78.13%
TAKEOUTROAD 15.62% 84.38%
ALASKAN 53.12% 46.88%
MALE 87.50% 12.50%
1The total of activities marked was 55.
2 The total of activities marked was 70.

The results show that sixty-two percent of the respondents knew about the Beaver 

Creek recreational opportunities from friends, ten percent from the web, ten percent from 

the brochure, and eighteen percent from other sources. There was a similar distribution 

between Alaskans and non Alaskans in answering this question.
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Seventy-eight percent of respondents used the gravel bar by the confluence of 

Victoria and Beaver Creek as the take-out point. Sixteen percent of respondents used
57other take-out points on the river .

The activity considered primary by the most by respondents was hunting, 

followed by fishing and floating. The most noted secondary activities by respondents 

were fishing and wildlife viewing. Activities such as hiking and floating were also 

important secondary activities for this sample. Three-fourths of the respondents marked 

multiple activities in this question. There was only one entry in the category other 

(camping).

More than half of respondents answered that recreational activities at Beaver 

Creek NWR were their main reason to visit Interior of Alaska. Twenty-three percent of 

Alaskan and ninety-three non Alaskan respondents stated that Beaver Creek NW R’s trip 

was the main reason for visiting Interior of Alaska.

Only 37.5 percent (12) of respondents answered this question; seven of then 

answered Yes. From all the respondents, about twenty percent reported floating other 

rivers besides Beaver Creek NWR. For unknown reason, there was an unusual amount of 

missing data for this variable (62.5 percent).

Almost half of the respondents traveled from outside of Alaska to experience the 

recreational activities of Beaver Creek NWR. Almost ninety percent of respondents were 

male. Three respondents were female, and two of them were Alaskan residents. Based on 

the 27 zip codes obtained, 17 of the respondents were Alaskan residents. The non-U.S.
58users did not report zip codes .

Last part of the survey offered space for comments and suggestion from 

respondents. The information gathered from this part may be very useful in

57 The locations cited as other take-out points by respondents are: “cut out”, “Beaver & Mascot “drive-in, 
Nome Creek”, “cut out”, “large gravel bar below Colorado Creek, river mile 60?”.

58 The zip codes of non Interior of Alaska residents were from: Anchorage (3), Chugiak, Wasilla and 
Homer. The non Alaskans were from: Germany (3), Idaho (3), Montana, New York, North Dakota, 
Oregon, Utah.
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understanding the users of Beaver Creek NWR on a qualitative rather than quantitative 

level. There were five entries in this section from respondents; the citations of these 

comments are reported in Appendix G, Table I.

Take-Out Road Access59

Question 1560 asked respondents about heir opinions toward possibility of a road 

access in the location of a common take-out point at the end of the float trip on Beaver 

Creek NWR. Overwhelming eighty-four percent of respondents expressed disapproval 

towards this possibility. Ten of the respondents also added their concerns as why they are 

unfavorable towards this possibility (see Appendix G, Table II).

59 This paragraph is related to Section 5.5 Scenario 2: Development and Satisfaction, where possible 
consequences of a road access for take-out point on Beaver Creek NWR are discussed.

60 “Would you be in favor, if the ‘take-out” point, by the mouth of Victoria Creek, became accessible by a 
road?”
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5 Discussion

In Chapters Three and Four, this study attempted to estimate economic values, for 

recreation at Beaver Creek NWR, both conceptually and empirically. In this chapter, the 

discussion focuses on what these obtained results may signify and explanation of the 

results using economic models. Further, the chapter discusses possible changes that may 

occur in the future and how these changes may affect the economic values. In this effort, 

the chapter relies on development of scenarios for possible future change in the economic 

values of recreation at Beaver Creek NWR. The scenarios use the recreation trend 

analyses and a realistic example of potential development in the adjacent area of Beaver 

Creek NWR.

5.1 Obtained Results: What Do They Mean?

The results in Chapters Three and Four demonstrate that the economic values of 

the recreational activities of Beaver Creek NWR are significant. The research found, an 

approximate direct use value of recreation at Beaver Creek NWR per-user-per-day (in 

2008 U.S. dollars) as $37(RVD, Equation 3.10). Following the Section 3.6, we can 

estimate the recreational direct use value of a trip of an individual user RVT (Equation 

5.1) as $40061. Finally, we can estimate the aggregate recreational direct value per season 

at Beaver Creek NWR, to range from $80,000 to $120,00062 (in 2008 U.S. dollars).

It is important to remember that these numbers only distinguish the ‘summer’ 

direct use value of recreation at Beaver Creek NWR. As discussed in Section 2.3.1, 

recreation at Beaver Creek NWR holds many other economic values, which may be even

greater than above findings (i.e. Non-Use Values). Also, the survey found mean total

61 RVT = RVD* TL=36.92*10.83=399.84 (5.1)

62 RVS = RVT* US=399.84*(200 to 300)=79,968 to 119,952 (5.2)
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expenditures (TEX = 1,159) of the summer users at Beaver Creek NWR. As this 

expenditure figure is related to the recreational value figure, it is not the same and must 

be viewed separately (see Section 2.1, Figure 2).

5.1.1 Benefit Transfer Method Results

The river trip on Beaver Creek NWR is an extraordinary recreational experience. 

Potential users spend significant time and money for the preparation of the trip. Many 

users travel long distances to reach Beaver Creek NWR (mostly from the Continental 

U.S. and Europe). The trip itself requires the users to spend week(s) on the river without 

civilization amenities and in relative solitude. The question is how similar or different the 

recreational experience is compared with the previous original studies already conducted, 

in reference to the Loomis (2005) database.

As discussed in Chapter Three, BTM was used to estimate the economic values of 

recreation at Beaver Creek NWR; however, the validity of the method is questionable 

when used for a site as unique as Beaver Creek NWR and many other recreational sites in 

Alaska. As Navrud (2001) and Kristofersson and Navrud (2007) warn, BTM can be 

inaccurate and inefficient when the values to be transferred between countries or very 

different schemes within a country.

Alaska and Beaver Creek NWR have very different demographic, socio

economic, natural, site and trip characteristics than other recreation locations in the 

Continental U.S. As Opaluch and Mazzotta (1992) stated, if  these characteristics differ 

enough, BTM may not be possible or may be implemented with great caution.

I believe that many recreational activities of State of Alaska and the recreational 

activities of Beaver Creek NWR differ enough such that Alaska and its recreation need to 

be viewed as a unique entity for the majority of recreation valuation approaches. The 

results for Alaskan recreation BTM studies may need to be used with caution and 

regarded with limited applicability.
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5.1.2 Survey Results with Graphical Illustration

The survey conducted (Chapter Four) for recreation at Beaver Creek NWR has 

many limitations. Firstly, the valuation question did not follow the recommendations of 

Arrow et al. (1993) on how to design a ‘contingent valuation’ question. Nevertheless, the 

question was in a different format, the approach was scientific, and considering that this 

survey needs to be viewed as a ‘pilot’ survey, the results are sufficiently demonstrative. 

The strength of the survey lies in the findings of socio-demographic information, 

attitudes towards future changes and in estimation of expenditures of Beaver Creek 

NW R’s users.

In the following demonstration of survey results (Figure 8), the quantity of users 

is set to 200 to 300 per summer, the price is set to the total expenditures reported by the 

respondents (TEX=1,15963) and the intercept (the monetary value the respondents are 

willing to pay for recreation at Beaver Creek NWR) is set to 1,507, that is the mean of 

variables MVALUE and MSVALUE. Also, let the demand curve (Do) to be in a simple 

linear form with elasticity (e0) equal to 3.3 3 64.

By employing these values, the Aggregate Consumer Surplus (CS0) of the Beaver 

Creek NW R’s summer users ranges from 35,000 to 52,00065 (in 2008 U.S. dollars; 

compare with the results for RVS, Equation 5.2). Additionally, if  the ‘travel cost’ price of 

recreation at Beaver Creek NWR was set to zero, with everything else remaining equal, 

the usage may rise to 750 to 1100 users, i.e. the intercept of the demand curve with the 

‘Trips per season’ axis66.

63 Within the context of this study, I tread this variable as the ‘travel cost’.

64 This elasticity is calculated in Section 5.1.3.

65 CS0 = [(200 to 300) x (1,507 -  1,159)] / 2 = 34,800 to 52,200 (5.3)

66 In the following discussion of scenarios, these survey results are used as a baseline.
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These ranges substantially differ to the value reported for the only study in 

Loomis (2005) database that provides economic value for non-motorized boating 

recreational activities per user per day (Hausman et al., 1995); the value is reported as 

18.15 (in 2004 U.S. dollars). On the other spectrum of values for non-motorized boating, 

Kaval (2007) lists non-motorized boating as the second most valuable recreational 

activity examined. The mean economic value for non-motorized boating reported, in 

Kaval (2007) study, was 140 (in 2006 U.S. dollars) per user per day. For additional 

comparison, Peterson and Loomis (2000) report an average economic national value for 

float-boating as 71.69 (converted to 2008 U.S. dollars)67.

The values reported by Hausman et al. (1995), Kaval (2007), and Peterson and 

Loomis (2000) cannot be directly applied to Beaver Creek NWR due to significant 

difference in characteristics of recreation at Beaver Creek NWR and the recreation 

characteristics in the above studies. Combined with the results of this study, however, 

they create evidence that further efforts are needed to stabilize the estimates of economic 

values for recreational activities in Alaska.

67 The values reported, for Hausman at al. (1995), Kaval (2007), Peterson and Loomis (2000), are per-user- 
per-day, also known as recreational value per day per user -  RVD.
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Figure 8: Demonstration of Survey Results

5.1.3 Elasticity of Demand with Regards to Recreation at Beaver Creek NWR

Figure 8 provides a graphical example of the demand for recreation at Beaver 

Creek NWR based on survey and BTM information. In this context, the evident problem 

is that one cannot be sure of the actual level of the elasticity, the demand function for 

recreation at Beaver Creek NWR, possesses. This section investigates this problem and 

demonstrates how different levels of elasticities affect the results.

Following Pindyck and Rubinfeld (2009, p.34), the price elasticity of demand can 

be defined as:

Ep=(AQ/AP)*(P/Q) (5.4)
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where AQ is the change in quantity, AP is the change in the price of a good; Q is 

the quantity and P is the price of a good.

For simplicity, assume that the demand function has a linear form written for P or

Q as:

P =  a - b ( Q )  (5.5)

Q =  c -  d(P)  (5.6)

where a is the intercept of the demand function at the highest level of price68 and a zero 

quantity, b is the slope of the demand function, c is the intercept of the demand function 

at the highest level of quantity and a zero price, and d is the inverse slope of the demand 

function.

Via the survey results discussed in Chapter Four, let the quantity (Q) be set to 250 

(mean of the quantity of users at Beaver Creek NWR per summer), and let the price (P)

be set to equal the obtained mean of total expenses of the respondents (TEX), which

equals 1,159.

Employing the above equations and the survey results, the elasticity of the 

demand function, in the case of Beaver Creek NWR, is equal to 3.3 3 69 (e0). The 

equations obtained are:

P =  1,507 -  1.39Q, or Q =  1,082 -  0.718P. (5.7)

The maximum quantity of users (c0), if  the price of recreation of Beaver Creek NWR is 

zero, is equal to 1,082 users. The maximum price the users may be willing to pay (a0) is

68 The highest level of price is, in this context, called choke price.

69 The elasticity amounts are presented in absolute terms.
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1,507 (Figure 8 and 9); this number corresponds with the mean of the minimum and 

maximum monetary value the survey respondents stated in question twelve (mean of 

MVALUE and MSVALUE). The result of e0 indicates that the demands function for 

recreation at Beaver Creek NWR may be ‘elastic’, i.e. with a unit shift of a price change, 

the quantity of users shifts by more than a unit. This result follows intuition, assuming
70that the recreation at Beaver Creek NWR is a somewhat ‘luxury’ good , the elasticity 

expected should be more than one.

The survey conducted for this research (Chapter Four) did not focus on obtaining 

the ‘actual’ levels of elasticity for the recreation at Beaver Creek NWR. Examining the 

obtained elasticities of demand curves for recreation in past studies, Smith and Kaoru 

(1995) reported that the range of obtained elasticities is broad, from 0.49 to 6.96.

To examine what may happen to the demand function under different levels of 

elasticities, let us set the elasticities to three levels. Firstly, let ei equal 1.5, while 

maintaining Q and P at the same level, then the demand function is said to be ‘elastic’. 

The obtained equations then are:

This means that if  the elasticity is set to e1, the maximum level of quantity of users ( q )  is 

equal to 624. The maximum price the users may be willing to pay (% ) is 1,933 (Figure

Secondly, let e2 equal 1.0, then the demand function is said to be ‘unit-elastic’. 

The obtained equations then are:

P =  1,933 -  3.01Q, or Q =  624 -  0.32P. (5.8)

9).

P =  2,318 -  4.64Q, or Q =  500 -  0.22P. (5.9)

70 Let us keep in mind that a ‘luxury’ good is defined by elasticity of income, which is not discussed in this 
paper.
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This means that if  the elasticity is set to e2, the maximum level of quantity of users (c2) is 

equal to 500. The maximum price the users may be willing to pay (a2) is 2,318 (Figure

9).

Finally, let e3 equal 0.5, then the demand function is said to be ‘inelastic’. The 

obtained equations then are:

P =  3,478 -  9.28Q, or Q =  375 -  0.11P. (5.10)

This means that if  the elasticity is set to e3, the maximum quantity of users (c3) is equal to 

375. The maximum price the users may be willing to pay (a 3) is 3,478 (Figure 9).

Figure 9 illustrates the four cases, examined above showing the different levels of 

elasticities (e,) and their corresponding intercepts a, and c,. D, is the corresponding 

demand function and the area (CSi) is the corresponding consumer surplus respectively.

With the different possible levels o f elasticities discussed above, it is evident that 

the Consumer Surplus may differ as the elasticity of the demand function changes. As 

shown in Figure 9, the smaller the elasticity, in absolute terms, the bigger is the 

respective Consumer Surplus (CSo and CS3)71.

71 Assuming the price (P) and quantity (Q) are held constant.
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Figure 9: The change of the demand function of recreation at Beaver Creek NWR due to 

different levels of price elasticity of demand.
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5.2 Future of Beaver Creek National Wild River Recreation, Concept of Scenarios

The remainder of this chapter attempts to: a) examine the legal framework 

supporting management at Beaver Creek NWR, b) establish theoretical understanding of 

what the scenarios are, and what purpose they serve, c) develop scenarios of the future 

value change depending on development or trends in recreation, d) illustrate an example 

of past change in users volume at the site, e) document on the proposed development in 

the adjunct area, and f) present an outlook on future decision making in context of the 

successful management of Beaver Creek NWR.

5.2.1 Legal Framework Governing the Beaver Creek National Wild River

To examine the possible future change of the recreational opportunities, it is 

important to first analyze the legal background that governs Beaver Creek NWR. The 

legal framework is based on three public laws; the Wilderness Act (1964), the Wild and 

Scenic River Act (1978), and the Alaska National Interests Land Conservation Act 

(ANILCA, 1980). These Acts shape the legal boundaries for possible changes in the 

setting, management, ownership and development activities Beaver Creek NWR may 

encounter. Due to these laws, Beaver Creek NWR is relatively impervious toward 

dramatic future changes. Any possible development (e.g. road construction) must be 

accompanied by detailed environmental impact assessment and public legal process. 

Based on the law structure governing the Beaver Creek NWR, it is fair to say that any 

industrialized development in the area of Beaver Creek NWR may not be easily achieved 

or possible at all.
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The Acts also create a foundation for the administrators of the area (BLM and
72U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) to design management plans, which govern the area . 

An example of the management regulations connected with Beaver Creek NWR and its 

recreational activities, is presented in the management plan of the White Mountains
73NRA . These records clearly illustrate the priorities of the area administrators, including 

the recreational values and the preservation of Beaver Creek NWR corridor.

5.2.2 Concept of Scenarios

A scenario is a coherent, consistent and plausible description of possible future 

state of an entity under examination (IPPC, 1994). A scenario is not a forecast; each 

scenario is an alternative image of how the future might look. Scenario analysis is a 

knowledge- based rational tool that helps to explore an uncertain future. The difference

72 Beaver Creek NWR, even though legal entity itself, flows through White Mountains NRA (BLM) and 
Yukon Flats National Wildlife Refuge (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service), therefore it is partially governed by 
the regulations of these two entities as well.

73 Recreational values o f  the area are o f  primary importance. Recreational pursuits associated with the 

Beaver Creek National Wild River are the most important due to the access it provides deep into the 

Recreation Area. Protection o f  the scenic high country o f  the White Mountains and the wildlife values 

associated with the recreation enjoyment o f  the area is also important. The potential conflict o f  mining in 

and adjacent to the Area and its effects on the water quality and visual resources are major issues o f  this 

plan. (BLM, 1984).
Preservation o f the Beaver Creek NWR Corridor and adjacent viewshed is essential to meeting 

recreational goals and objectives for the plan. Beaver Creek has national significance as a recreational 

resource and is one o f  the main attractions o f  the WMNRA. River floaters enjoy the solitude and the 

magnificent scenery while fishing for arctic grayling, hiking in the White Mountains, viewing wildlife, and 

enjoying primitive camping experiences. Maintaining the values o f  the river system and the corridor are 

essential to recreational use o f WMNRA. (BLM, 1984).
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between forecast and scenario is that in addition to extrapolating current trends, scenarios 

offer a set of well-defined outcomes for future change of a given research subject. 

Scenarios have become a respected and powerful tool in modern policy analysis, in both 

private and public domains. They are particularly useful in decision and policy situations 

that are characterized by a high degree of future uncertainty (van Leeuwen et al., 2009). 

Carter and La Rovere (2001) offer a comprehensive analysis of how scenarios can be 

developed and applied in current academic research. Within the context of the Beaver 

Creek NWR study, the development of socio-economic scenarios and applications are of 

main interest. Tol (1998) has developed a guide on construction and use of socio

economic scenarios. There are two basic types of scenarios: qualitative and quantitative 

(Peterson et al., 2003).

Scenarios can typically be descriptive, based on past and current trends; 

normative, focused on desirability of development; and prospective, based on backcasting 

(Holmberg and Robert, 2000; van Leeuwen et al., 2009).

More specifically, scenarios can be developed in the context of economic 

valuation of recreational activities (Eagles et al., 2000; Loomis et al., 1999; Loomis and 

Rosenberger, 2001). Given the nature of recreational activities at a specific site, 

evaluation method and other socio-economic aspects scenario modeling can become 

useful in prediction of future welfare changes (Loomis, 1995).

This study follows the guidance set forth by the academic sources referenced 

above to develop scenarios fitted for recreation at Beaver Creek NWR. The emphasis of 

the scenarios is on distinguishing between development and non-development 

alternatives and their quantitative and qualitative outcomes.
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5.3 Background Needed for the Development of Scenarios for Recreation of Beaver 

Creek National Wild River

To develop scenarios for possible future in recreation at Beaver Creek NWR, let 

us first document past change in the number of users, discuss the trends in recreation with 

respect to non-motorized boating in the U.S., and introduce an exogenous variable, level 

of satisfaction combined with the shift in the characteristics of the recreation at Beaver 

Creek NWR (SATISFACTION+CHARACTERISTICS), to the economic scheme of 

valuation of recreation at Beaver Creek NWR.

Evidence o f  Past Change in Users ’ Volume: Installation o f  Nome Creek Road

Beaver Creek NWR was designated as a national wild river in 1980 by the 

ANILCA (1980) and Beaver Creek’s 127 miles were designated as “wild” and added into 

the Wild and Scenic River Act (1978).

From 1980 to 1996, the access conditions were very different than today. 

Potential users traveled to the Steese Highway and the U.S. Creek Road to the 

intersection with Nome Creek. At that point, the users started floating Nome Creek for 

about 20 river mile distance. This section of Nome Creek is usually very shallow, and 

users often needed to drag the boat and walk, which added one to two days to the float 

trip.

During the period from 1980 to 1996, visitor usage was not tracked. According to 

interviews with BLM and past users, the total number of summer users is suggested to be 

less than 100. This was mainly due to the strenuous Nome Creek section of the trip, 

which discouraged many potential users.

In 1996, Kiewitt Pacific, Inc. was contracted by BLM to build the Nome Creek 

Road and adjacent campgrounds. There are no exact data about the user amount pre- 

Nome Creek road or after. Based on interview data, the estimated usage following the
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Nome Creek Road opening at least doubled between the ‘pre-Nome Creek road’ and the 

present season levels.

Trends in Non-Motorized Boating Recreation o f  the U.S.

Cordell and Super (2000) report that between 1960 and 1995 canoeing/rafting was 

the second fastest growing recreational activity in the U.S.; the participation increased 

sevenfold (6.73 -  Cordell and Super, 2000, Table 12.1, p.135). The same report indicated 

that about 10 percent of canoe/rafting participants spent, on average, more than 10 days 

per year on that activity between 1983 and 1995 (Cordell and Super, 2000, Table 12.3, 

p137).

Based on this data and on a general upward trend in visitors’ volume to Alaska 

(State of Alaska, 2007a), it is reasonable to assume that, in the long term, the number of 

users at Beaver Creek NWR may increase. To predict the level of the increase, however, 

is beyond the extent of this research.

Level o f  Satisfaction and Recreation at Beaver Creek NWR

As Clawson and Knetsch (1966) suggest, there is a direct relationship between the 

amount of users and the value the users obtain from recreational experience in the
74wilderness, i.e. the satisfaction obtained. Figure 10 shows the graphical relationship 

between satisfaction and quantity of users in Wilderness areas. From this Figure10, it is 

evident that the level of satisfaction plunges dramatically with an increase in the amount 

of users. The critical level, at which the fall happens, may be different for every 

wilderness area, but the pattern remains the same.

74 Figure 12 also suggests that the current level of satisfaction of recreation at Beaver Creek NWR is 
located in the top third of the curve.
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In the case of Beaver Creek NWR, this change/fall may happen very quickly. 

Based on the interviews with the past users, licensed river guides and BLM, many of the 

original users (those prior 1996), disagreed or they were unhappy that Nome Creek Road 

was being built. It might seem that an easier access would be good news for potential 

users of Beaver Creek NWR; in contrary this was not the case. As Figure 10 illustrates, 

the main argument from the survey was that the satisfaction of the users may significantly 

decrease with an increase in the quantity of users. This effect may appear exaggerated 

because the original levels (<100) and current levels (200-300) of usage are viewed as 

nominal by the Continental U.S. standards. It is important to keep in mind that the 

solitude and remoteness of the trip, combined with the fact that users may not meet 

anyone outside their own party, is valued the most at Beaver Creek NWR.

According to the survey results, forty percent of the respondents did not meet 

anyone outside their party. From the respondents that met someone, the average was less
75than four . These survey results suggest that the current levels of usage still provide 

users a high level of solitude and remoteness during their float trip experience. Locations, 

such as Beaver Creek NWR, are very sensitive to abrupt changes in the amount of users, 

as observed in the case of Nome Creek Road installation; changes in the number of users 

may generate sharp alteration in the users’ satisfaction and in the characteristics of the 

recreational experience.

75 Refer to the variable PEOPLE in Section 4.3, Table 9.
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Quantity of users

Figure 10: Relationship between satisfaction and quantity of users in Wilderness areas. 

Adapted from Clawson and Knetsch (1966, p. 168).

5.3.1 Access to Beaver Creek National Wild River, Potential Development and 
Installation of a Road

The River Management Plan (BLM, 1983) specifies a variety of long-term 

objectives. The most important objectives, in context of the access to Beaver Creek 

NWR, are the preservation of the river and its immediate environment in a natural, 

primitive condition, and to provide high-quality primitive recreational opportunities.

The River Management Plan (BLM, 1983) further points out that the existing 

limited surface access to, or across, the river corridor in summer has been an important 

factor in maintaining the primitive setting. Primitive areas are characterized by low 

interaction among users and minimal evidence of other visitors and user controls. Motor
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vehicles and the surface disturbances they cause may impair the primitive recreational 

opportunities the public expects on a national wild river.

With regards to the possibilities of access, facilities and developments at Beaver 

Creek NWR the River Management Plan (BLM, 1983) states the following:

1) Improved surface access will increase the level o f  visitor participation 

and interaction,

2) an increase in visitor use may occur i f  improved aircraft access to the 

take-out point along the river was provided,

3) the development or authorization o f  facilities may conflict with the 

primitive setting as perceived by some o f  the public, and

4) as interaction between users, signs o f  other users, or evidence o f  on-site 

management controls increase or become apparent, the primitive 

recreation opportunities expected by the public on a national wild river 

may be impaired.

As set forth by these management guidelines, the possible installation of a road, 

which may make the take-out point accessible by vehicle, must be viewed with caution, 

due to the possibly of significant changes to the recreation characteristics at Beaver Creek
NWR76.

Land Exchange Proposal between Doyon, Inc. and U.S.FWS

77Doyon, Inc. (Doyon) is the largest private land owner in Alaska. Doyon is a for- 

profit Native Regional Corporation directly established under the Alaska Native Claims 

Settlement Act (ANCSA, 1971). Even though U.S.FWS is the federal agency in charge of 

Yukon Flats National Wild Refuge (Yukon Flats), not all the land within Yukon Flats

76 According to the interviews conducted throughout this research, the flight trip itself, at the end of the trip, 
is viewed by many users as an attribute to the float trip.

77 www.doyon.com

http://www.doyon.com
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belongs to the U.S.FWS. Doyon is the largest private landowner in Yukon Flats, together 

with six tribal communities (Beaver, Birch Creek, Chalkyitsik, Fort Yukon, Stevens 

Village and Venetie).

There is currently a proposal for a land exchange in place, between Doyon and 

U.S. FWS. The proposed area of exchange is located in the south central part of the 

Yukon Flats. The exchange would give Doyon 110,000 acres of U.S.FWS land, and 

U.S.FWS would be entitled to a minimum of 150,000 acres of land presently owned by
78Doyon. The exchange area is directly adjacent to the Beaver Creek NWR corridor . 

Beaver Creek flows through the center of the proposed exchange area for about 60 miles.

According to the land exchange proposal, Birch Creek will be given a 0.5 mile 

easement, in which industrial activities shall not take place. Doyon will be allowed to
79construct up to three river crossings for industrial purposes .

Access Route and its Availability to Public

Due to oil and gas development in the area, a road, and possibly small scale 

pipeline, would become necessary for transport and access needs. There are two proposed 

alternatives in place, Southern Route and Northern Route (Figure 11). Either of the routes 

is designed to meet up with the Trans-Alaska Pipeline (TAP) in proximity to the 

conjunction of the Elliot and Dalton Highways.

The proposed road is assumed to be a gravel type, similar in characteristics to the 

existing Dalton Highway, with an approximate width of 35 feet (U.S. FWS, 2008, p. 4

24).

Doyon indicates in the Proposed Land Exchange document (U.S. FWS, 2008, p. 

1-8) that it prefers “the route crossing the Primitive Management unit of the White

78 Beaver Creek River, after mile 127 (no longer NWR), continues to flow through the Yukon Flats for 
another 188 miles to its confluence with the Yukon River.

79 Stated by Mr. Berry Whitehill, Deputy Refuge Manager of Yukon Flats, U.S.FWS on 04/12/2008
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Mountains NRA”, i.e. the Southern Route . The Southern Route comes within close 

proximity to the Beaver Creek NWR, between miles 110 and 120 of the NWR corridor. 

The Southern Route proceeds through the White Mountains NRA for about one third of 

its total length, and for much of its path, it follows Victoria Creek. The Northern Route is 

a less likely option; it passes through the Yukon Flats for about half of the route’s total 

length.

The future of the public use of the proposed access road remains unclear. Doyon 

indicated that it would close or gate some of the portions of the access road to the public,

as presented in the Proposed Land Exchange document (U.S. FWS, 2008, p. 4-24).
81The use of the road by the public is not yet well defined . If the road is to be 

realized, one of the main issues would be the funding. Most likely, the access road would 

be built with federal and/or state funding; therefore, it could become open to the public in 

the future. If the history of the Dalton Highway public use serves as guidance, the access 

route may be closed to the public initially and then overtime slowly open up, with safety 

and security restrictions. These restrictions may be to a degree that would not allow a 

potential floater of Beaver Creek NWR to take advantage of the access route and an air 

taxi pick-up may remain a necessity.

80

80 Doyon suspects that any oilfield in the Yukon Flats would need to be accessible from the Alaska’s 
existing road network via a permanent gravel road (U.S. FWS, 2008).

81 According to the interview with Mr. Bertram, biologist of Yukon Flats, U.S.FWS on 04/12/2008.
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Figure 11: Land Exchange Proposal showing Northern and Southern Routes (U.S.FWS, 

2008, p. 4-25).
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5.4 Scenario 1: Status Quo and Recreation Trends82

According to BLM, since the installation of Nome Creek Road, the amount of
83users has remained similar to the levels of the recent past . If this status remains in the 

foreseeable future then both the value and amount of users may also remain similar 

(Figure 12). The monetary value corresponding to the recreation and the Consumer 

surplus levels may remain similar as well, much like as discussed in the Section 5.1.2.
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Figure 12: Status quo

82 The term ‘trend’ is used, in this context, based on a recreation science related literature (e.g. Brooks and 
Haynes, 2001; Eagles at al., 2000). We assume, in general, long-term upward trend in usage for recreation 
in wilderness sites (Cordell and Super, 2000), similar to Beaver Creek NWR.

83 Examples of the attributes that influence the amount of users at Beaver Creek NWR at present are: the 
extensive forest fire in the area in 2004, which caused inaccessibility of the put-in point an extended period, 
and low water levels during low-precipitation years, which make the float more difficult and strenuous.
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As discussed in Section 5.3, the general recreation trend for non-motorized 

boating is increasing. Also, ecotourism and wilderness recreation, as a whole, have been 

gaining popularity. If these trends influence usage at Beaver Creek NWR, one may 

expect an increase in the amount of users in future.

Let as then introduce an exogenous variable TREND. The TREND variable, may 

influence the demand curve by shifting it to the right (Figure 13), assuming that a general 

upward trend in recreation would apply to Beaver Creek NWR. Figure 13 suggests that 

the level of Consumer Surplus will rise (CST) with an increase in users at Beaver Creek 

NWR. The mean expenditures would likely remain similar to the original levels (P0 = 

P T), suggesting that the mean maximum willingness to pay for recreation at Beaver Creek 

NWR may increase (WTPt > WTPo). Intuitively, this is reasonable to expect due to the 

fact that the recreation sources similar to Beaver Creek NWR are becoming scarcer 

throughout the U.S. (Loomis et al., 1999).
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Figure 13: Status quo with exogenous variable TREND
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5.5 Scenario 2: Development, Satisfaction and Change in Characteristics

If a road could be built that accesses the take-out point by land, the usage might 

increases as well. This fact alone would make the Beaver Creek NWR more accessible
84and convenient to use .

Anytime a unique recreational site such as Beaver Creek NWR is influenced by a 

large scale industrial development, the total environmental value will likely decrease. 

This decrease in value may be primarily influenced by the lower level of mean 

satisfaction of the users.

The value of the recreational activities on Beaver Creek NWR is in the solitude of 

the experience, the absence of human disturbance, the abundant wildlife, and the 

uniqueness of the settings. The usage of the Beaver Creek NWR is highest around, and 

during, moose hunting season and many hunters use Beaver Creek as a primary moose 

hunting locality. It is possible that due to the proposed development the conditions will 

change dramatically, resulting in a shift in the quality of the recreational experience on 

Beaver Creek NWR.

Present users value the pristine environment and uniqueness that Beaver Creek 

NWR offers. If the proposed development significantly endangers these settings, the 

mean maximum willingness to pay of users may decrease.

84 According to U.S.FWS, the float from the mile 0 of Beaver NWR to the Yukon River Bridge is the 
longest possible float on any U.S. river with no human impact disturbance (bridge, industrial activity, etc.) 
where the put-in and take-out points are accessible by ‘normal’ transportation means. This fact adds a 
significant value, however due to the possible development proposed by Doyon, this would no longer be 
the case.
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Installation o f  a road, everything else equal

Figure 14 demonstrates what might occur if there was an abrupt decrease of 

expenditures. The fee for an air-taxi pick up today is $600 (cost of flight - F). If the total 

expenditure is lowered by the amount F, then the new level of price Pi is equal to Po 

minus F  (P1 = P 0 -  F, P 1 = 559). Figure 14 shows the case when price P  is lowered by F. 

The graph in Figure 16 shows that, everything else remains equal, the amount of users 

would increase. From this graph, the new anticipated number of users would be between 

500 and 700 (Q1 > Q0). The level of consumer surplus will also increase dramatically 

(CSi > CSo), leaving the level of maxWTP unchanged.

Q q  Q.i Tr ips p e r  s e a s o n

Figure 14: Possible new level of Consumer Surplus (CS1), if  a road is installed; the 

expenditure lowers by the price of the air-taxi.
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Decrease in Satisfaction

Following the discussion in Section 5.3 and Figure 11, the installation of a road 

would likely cause a dramatic increase of current users and subsequently the mean 

satisfaction levels would decrease let us assume that the mean satisfaction levels may 

decrease with the installation of a road, together with a dramatic increase of users. It is 

beyond the extent of this research to predict the actual change in levels o f satisfaction, 

however if  when the road is installed, it would be reasonable to assume that a dramatic 

change in satisfaction is possible.

Change in Characteristics

With the possible road access at the take-out point of the float trip on Beaver 

Creek NWR, it is reasonable to assume that some of the characteristics of the trip will
85change . This change may lead to partial shift of the characteristics of the potential users 

of Beaver Creek NW R86. Again, it is beyond the extent of this research to predict the 

actual change in levels of the new users, but we can expect that this change will result in 

shifting the demand curve (possibly increasing the number of users). Figure 15 shows the 

combined effect of the partial satisfaction decrease of the present users and the effect of 

the change in the characteristics as somewhat lowering the total amount of users 

(compare Q1 in Figure 14 and QS in Figure 15). It may be possible, however that the new 

group of users, with the new expectations for the float trip on Beaver Creek NWR, will
87force demand curve more to the right than the Figure 15 suggests .

85 Stated by Dr. Peter Fix, UAF on 03/11/2009, see Appendix H.

86 This new group of users will experience new high levels of satisfaction from the recreation at Beaver 
Creek NWR (stated by Dr. Peter Fix, UAF on 03/11/2009).

87 The actual combined effects of partial decrease in satisfaction and change in characteristics may need to 
be modeled in future research.
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New Level o f  Values with Added Satisfaction Decrease and Change in Characteristics

Considering that the exogenous variable SATISFACTION will decrease the usage 

after the road installation, and exogenous variable CHARASTERISTICS may influence 

the usage as well, let us demonstrate how this will affect the levels of the economic 

variables within the valuation of recreation at Beaver Creek NWR. In Figure 15, the 

graph shows that a decrease in satisfaction will shift the demand function to the left, 

while decreasing the Consumer Surplus to a lower level than predicted in Figure 14 (CSs 

> CS0). Note however, that the Consumer Surplus CSs is smaller than the Consumer 

Surplus when the decrease in satisfaction is not considered CS1 (compare Figure 14 and 

Figure 15, CSi > CSs > CSo). This is due to the expected decrease of the mean WTP of 

the users (WTPs < WTPcj). Price level (P - the total expenditure) is decreased by the cost 

of the flight (Ps = P 0 - F), as it is equal to the new price level in the Figure 15 (P1). 

Consequently, the amount of expected users, while considering the lowered expenditure 

and the lowered level of satisfaction together, will increase (Qs > Q0). This increase is, 

however, much lower than when the satisfaction decrease is not considered in the model 

(compare Figure 14 and Figure 15, Qi > Qs > Q0).
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Figure 15: The possible shift in demand function due to the decrease of exogenous 

variables SATISFACTION+CHARACTERISTICS.

5.6 Application of Scenarios

The scenarios discussed above should be considered with caution, however they 

do offer insight on our general understanding of the value of recreation at Beaver Creek 

NWR and its possible changes. Scenarios, such as the ones presented above, can be 

useful tools for the future management and planning efforts of the governmental agencies 

administrating the area. The use of these scenarios enhances the goals set for Alaskan 

recreational sites, such as Beaver Creek NWR. It is than upon the respective management 

to decide how the finding of such scenarios can assist with sustainable administration of 

these recreational sites.
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6 Conclusions

Of the 100 million acres of designated wilderness in the United States, almost half 

is in the State of Alaska (Wilderness Act, 1964). Recreation use and protection of fish 

and wildlife habitat are the fundamental benefits these wilderness areas provide.

Beaver Creek NWR is a single example of an Alaskan site that shares many 

similar attributes with other Alaskan recreation sites. Solitude, remoteness, scenic views, 

exemplary fishing and big-game hunting opportunities attract visitors to Alaska in 

general and in particular to Beaver Creek NWR.

This research had a ‘simple’ task at the beginning. Is there a monetary value one 

can attach to such a unique experience as the float trip on Beaver Creek NWR 

encompasses? Is there a way, one can measure such a value and perhaps use the findings 

to benefit this river in terms of its sustainable management, and resource and users 

preferences?

It appears that this task is, in contrary, very complex. This study employed two 

valuation techniques (Benefit Transfer and Survey) approach answering the question. 

While doing so, this study came across and often stumbled on many problems that are 

connected with the valuation of such a unique entity that the Beaver Creek NWR 

represents.

The research estimates that the direct use value for recreation at Beaver Creek 

NWR is $37 (2008 U.S. dollars) per-user-per-day88. The values obtained from the BTM 

and the Survey must be interpreted with caution and in no way, these values are the
89definitive in regards to recreation at Beaver Creek NWR . That said, this study’s value 

lies in its consequential findings, including the mean expenditures of the respondents and

88 These values are viewed as the Estimated Consumer Surplus of Recreation Value per Day at Beaver 
Creek NWR: VAL2008 = RVD.

89 Many interviewees, during this research, raised a concern about the very concept of this study, stating 
that the value of recreation at Beaver Creek NWR is already well defined, meaning that it is priceless.
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broad range of socio-economic data. The development of the scenarios in regards to 

possible future changes with respect to potential development in the adjacent area and the 

upward trends in wilderness recreation may become useful as well.

The main goal of this study is to open doors to much needed research of vast and 

unique recreation that Alaska offers. Only with a well-defined understanding of the 

recreational sites, the successful, healthy, resilient, and sustainable management may be 

possible in the Alaskan wilderness’ challenging future, a future that will inevitably 

involve development.

The development of scenarios (Chapter 5) plays a prominent role in this research. 

It is apparent, from these scenarios, that recreation at Beaver Creek NWR is extremely 

sensitive to changes. Scenarios modeling will help the policy makers and resource 

managers, as well as the economic researchers, to better understand our unique resources, 

such as Beaver Creek NWR. The modeling will promote effective and sustainable 

management of these resources in the effort to maximize the values and the potentials, 

while endorsing healthy conservation policies.

Where we go from here? In the recent environmental valuation research, there has 

been exciting work done attempting valuation for ecosystems and recreation using 

Geographical Information Systems (GIS). The work of Bateman et al. (2006) in Europe, 

Loomis et al.(1998) in U.S., and Brown et al. (2002) in South-Central Alaska suggest that 

using GIS helps in understanding of environmental values for given regions. Such an 

approach used to evaluate the recreation sites in Interior of Alaska, and based on studies 

such as the valuation of recreation at Beaver Creek NWR, may assist in improving 

sustainable management of these ecosystems.
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Appendices

Appendix A - National Wild and/or Scenic Rivers of Alaska

1. Alagnak River 14

2. Alatna River 15

3. Andreafsky River 16

4. Aniakchak River 17

5. Beaver Creek 18

6. Birch Creek 19

7. Charley River 20

8. Chilikadrotna River 21

9. Delta River 22

10. Forty Mile River 23

11. Gulkana River 24

12. Ivishak River 25

13. John River

14. Kobuk River

15. Koyukuk River (North Fork)

16. Mulchatna River

17. Noatak River

18. Nowitna River

19. Salmon River

20. Selawik River

21. Sheenjek River

22. Tinayguk River

23. Tlikakila River

24. Unalakleet River

25. Wind River.

http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-alagnak.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-alatna.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-andreafsky.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-aniakchak.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-beaver.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-birch.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-charley.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-chilikadrotna.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-delta.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-fortymile.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-gulkana.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-ivishak.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-john.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-kobuk.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-koyukuk.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-mulchatna.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-noatak.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-nowitna.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-salmon-alaska.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-selawik.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-sheenjek.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-tinayguk.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-tlikakila.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-unalakleet.html
http://www.rivers.gov/wsr-wind.html
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Appendix B - Alaska Economic Studies with Valuation of Recreational Activities90,91

1. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
"1996 Net Economic Values for Bass, Trout and Walleye Fishing, D eer, Elk and 
Moose Hunting, and Wildlife watching."

Net economic value per year in 1996 dollars
90%

Standard confiden Average
Species/activities error of the ce Net economic days of

Region valued Mean mean interval value per day participation
ALASKA TROUT FISHING 375 11 357-394 38 10
ALASKA MOOSE HUNTING 

WILDLIFE
624 51 541-708 61 10.2

ALASKA WATCHING 696 63 593-799 34 20.2

Net economic value per year in 2008 dollars
90%

Standard confiden Average
Species/activities error of ce Net economic days of

Region valued Mean the mean interval
483.34-

value per day participation

ALASKA TROUT FISHING 507.71 14.89 533.44
732.46-

51.45 13.54

ALASKA MOOSE HUNTING 
WILDLIFE

844.83 69.05 958.56
802.86-

82.59 13.81

ALASKA WATCHING 942.31 85.30 1081.77 46.03 27.35

90 The 2008 conversions are based on the Inflation calculator from Bureau of Statistics - 
http://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/cpicalc.pl.

91 The numbers for the studies (1-10) refer to the hierarchy of Loomis (2005) database for these studies.

http://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/cpicalc.pl
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2. Hendrerson, Michelle M., Criddle, Keith R. and Lee, Todd S. 1999.
"The Economic Value of Alaska's Copper River Personal Use and Subsistence Fisheries"

Consumer Surplus (CS) Estimates
in 1998 dollars

Time cost CS per household permit CS per trip
30% of wage rate 72.03 50.93
60% of wage rate 80.45 56.88

in 2008 dollars*
Time cost CS per household permit CS per trip
30% of wage rate 93.87 66.37
60% of wage rate 104.84 74.13

3. Brown, Gardner Jr. (1987).
"Net Economic Recreational Values for Deer and Waterfowl Hunting and Trout Fishing."

Net economic value for Alaska (in 1980 dollars)
Net economic value 95% confidence intervals

Per
Per day season Per day Per season

Deer Hunting 28 142 16-40 57-227
Trout Fishing 28 50.93 16-40 81-233
60% of wage rate 80.45 56.88

Net economic value for Alaska (in 2008 dollars)
in 2008 dollars* Net economic value 95% confidence intervals
Deer Hunting 28 142 Per day Per season

41.25-
Trout Fishing 28 50.93 103.12 146.94-585.20

41.25-
60% of wage rate 80.45 56.88 103.13 208.82-600.67
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4. Hausman, Jerry A., Leonard, Gregory K. and McFadden, Daniel. 1995 
A utility-consistent, combined discrete choice and count data model. 
Assessing recreational use losses due to natural resource damage".

Consumer surplus estimates in 1989 dollars
Pleasure Hiking/

Sportfishing boating Hunting viewing
Using multinominal
logit model of trip
allocation 119 227 49 194
Using nested
multinominal logit
model of trip allocation 148 308 402 389

Consumer surplus estimates in 2008 dollars
Pleasure Hiking/

Sportfishing boating Hunting viewing
Using multinominal
logit model of trip
allocation 203.86 388.87 83.94 332.34
Using nested
multinominal logit
model of trip allocation 253.54 527.63 688.67 666.40
* No average length of trip given in the study
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5. McCollum et al. "The net economic value of recreation on the National Forests.”
Consumer surplus (CS) values for Alaska Recreation in 1990 dollars
Primary Activity Average CS Average price at 50% of current use
General recreation
Group trips* 439.64 347.40
Person trips** 166.80 131.81
Person days*** 9.06 7.16
Developed
Group trips* 381.08 303.17
Person trips** 125.83 100.10
Person days*** 6.77 5.38
Sightseeing
Group trips* 419.35 319.10
Person trips** 160.57 122.19
Person days*** 9.67 7.36
Wildlife
Group trips* 482.92 360.79
Person trips** 170.79 127.60
Person days*** 6.53 4.88
Consumer surplus (CS) values for Alaska Recreation in 2008 dollars
Primary Activity Average CS Average price at 50% of current use
General recreation
Group trips* 714.55 564.63
Person trips** 271.10 214.23
Person days*** 14.73 11.64
Developed
Group trips* 619.37 492.74
Person trips** 204.51 162.69
Person days*** 11.00 8.74
Sightseeing
Group trips* 681.57 518.63
Person trips** 260.97 198.60
Person days*** 15.72 11.96
Wildlife
Group trips* 784.89 586.39
Person days*** 10.61 7.93
* Average net value per trip of a group visit to Alaska.
** Average net value per person per trip of a visit to Alaska.
*** Average net value per person per day of a visit to Alaska
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6. Waddington, David G., Boyle, Kevin J. and Cooper, Joseph. 1991.
"1991 Net Economic Values for Bass and Trout Fishing, Deer Hunting, and Wildlife Watching." 

For Alaska in 1991 dollars
Net economic value per year

Standard Net
error of the 90% confidence economic

Mean Mean interval value per day
Trout Fishing 385 52 300 - 471 41
Deer Hunting 512 65 405 - 619 63
Wildlife Watching 655 128 444 - 866 49

For Alaska in 2008 dollars
Net economic value per year

Standard Net
error of the 90% confidence economic

Mean Mean interval value per day
Trout Fishing 600.48 81.10 467.91 - 734.62 63.95
Deer Hunting 798.57 101.38 631.68 - 965.45 98.26
Wildlife Watching 1021.60 199.64 692.51 - 1350.70 76.43
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7. McCollum, Daniel W. and Miller, SuzAnne M. 1994 
"Alaska Voters, Alaska hunters, and Alaska Nonresident Hunters: 
Their Wildlife Related Trip Characteristics and Economics."
In 1991 dollars
Primary wildlife viewing trip value - Alaska voters

Mean Std. err. Mean Median Std. deviation Average days
Male 169.87 23.77 100 134.02 2.92
Female 106.22 11.38 75 149.76 2.92
Interior* 105.22 13.56 75 153.19 3.07
Primary hunting trip value - Alaska hunters

Mean Std. err. Mean Median Std. deviation Average nights
Male 168.6 10.38 100 315.18 5.19
Female 154.38 26.09 100 243.82 5.3
Interior* 186.81 24.08 100 384.85 5.72
Primary hunting trip value - Nonresident hunters

Mean Std. err. Mean Median Std. deviation Average days
Male 438.49 36.92 0 825.69 12.89
Female 508.37 196.27 500 706.85 15.66
Interior* 510.39 81.94 0 982.77 13.96
In 2008 dollars
Primary wildlife viewing trip value - Alaska voters

Mean Std. err. Mean Median Std. deviation Average days
Male 264.95 37.07 155.97 209.03 4.55
Female 165.67 17.75 116.98 233.58 4.55
Interior* 164.11 21.15 116.98 238.93 4.79

Primary hunting trip v alue - Alaska hunters
Mean Std. err. Mean Median Std. deviation Average nights

Male 262.97 16.19 155.97 491.59 8.09
Female 240.79 40.69 155.97 380.29 8.27
Interior* 291.37 37.56 155.97 600.25 8.92

Primary hunting trip v alue - Nonresident hunters
Mean Std. err. Mean Median Std. deviation Average days

Male 683.91 57.58 0.00 1287.83 20.10
Female 792.90 306.12 779.85 1102.47 24.42
Interior* 796.06 127.80 0.00 1532.83 21.77
* trip destination region
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8. McCollum, Daniel W., Haefele, Michelle A., Miller SuzAnne M. 1998 
"Attributes and the value of a recreation experience: 
a preliminary analysis of wildlife viewing in Denali National Park".

Wildlife tours - Willingness to Pay (WTP) per trip* in 1998 dollars
Highest price WTP Net WTP (WTP-price of $51)

Group 1 47.58 -3.42
Group 2 53.45 2.45
Group 3 56.48 5.48
Group 4 63.49 12.49

Wildlife tours - Willingness to Pay (WTP) per trip* in 2008 dollars
Highest price WTP Net WTP (WTP-price of $66.4

Group 1 62.01 -4.46
Group 2 69.66 3.19
Group 3 73.60 7.14
Group 4 82.74 16.28
*trip = 6 to 7 hours
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9. Hay, Michael J., 1988.
"Net Economic Values of Nonconsumptive Wildlife-Related Recreation." 

For Alaska in 1985 dollars
Net economic Standard error 95% confidence Sample Median value
value per day of the mean interval size per day

Nonconsumptive
use 24 2.4 19 - 29 172 15

For Alaska in 2008 dollars
Net economic Standard error 95% confidence Sample Median value
value per day of the mean interval size per day

Nonconsumptive
use 47.38 4.74 37.51 - 57.25 172 29.61

10. Connelly, Nancy A. and 
Brown, Tommy L. 1988.
"Estimates of Nonconsumptive Wildlife Use on Forest Service and BLM Lands."

Net economic value per primary nonconsumptive trip, for two possible maximum cutoffs. 
in 1985 dollars

Allowable maximum of $300 Allowable maximum of $500
Net
economic ±95% Confidence Net economic ±95% Confidence
value interval value interval

State of Alaska 29.81 13.45 42.13 25.31

in 2008 dollars
Allowable maximum of $300 Allowable maximum of $500

Net
economic ±95% Confidence Net economic ±95% Confidence
value interval value interval

State of Alaska 58.85 26.55 83.17 49.97
* No average length of trip given in the study
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Appendix C -  Map of Trails and Public Cabins in White Mountains NWR
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Appendix D -  SAS 9.1 Editor for the Benefit Transfer Model

dm 'clear log'; 

dm 'clear output';

PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.johnloomis

DATAFILE= "C:\Documents and
Settings\luckyl\Desktop\John_Loomis_database_RecValues(1).xls"

DBMS=EXCEL REPLACE ;

SHEET="'all data$'";

GETNAMES=YES;

MIXED=NO;

SCANTEXT=YES;

USEDATE=YES;

SCANTIME=YES;

DATA LOOMIS;

SET WORK.johnloomis;

VAL2008 = V011*1.1245; /*Value converted to per person per day and adjusted to the 2008 dollar level*/

KEEP VAL2008 V077 V013A V036 V019cc V089 V093 V101 V102 V103;

IF (V089=1)AND (V013A>0) and (v102=1 or v102=7) /* AND(V103=7 or 
V103=14 or V103=22)*/ THEN OUTPUT;

RENAME V013A = AVGDAYS; /*Avg # of days per trip*/

RENAME V019cc = REGION; /*Region for Tables*/

RENAME V036 = VALMETH; /*1=CVM 0=TCM 2=Both*/

RENAME V077 = RIVER; /*RIVER 1,0; 1=if recreation site is river based*/

RENAME V089 = WILDERN; /*WILDERNESS 1,0; 1=if recreation use is in Wilderness Area*/

RENAME V093 = PUBLIC; /*PUBLIC 1,0; 1= public land including Federal, State, County/City*/
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RENAME V101 = DISPERSED; /*DISPERSED 1,0; 1=site studied was dispersed recreation with no 
formal site or facilities (eg, hunting, hiking)*/

RENAME V102 = ROSCLASS; /*1= Primitive; 2= SPNM; 3= SPM; 4= RN; 5= Rural; 6= Urban 
7=various*/

RENAME V103 = ACTTYPE; /*1=CAMPING 2=PICNIC 3=SWIM 4=SISEE 5= OFFRD
VEHICLE; 6=MTRBOA; 7=FLTBOAT/RAFT/CANOE; 8=HIKE; 9=MTN BIKE; 10=DHSK */

DATA LOOMIS_DUMMY_REGIONS;/*REGIONS*/

SET LOOMIS;

ARRAY DUMMYS {*} 3. Region_1 - Region_6;

DO i=1 to 6; DUMMYS (i)=0; end;drop i;

DUMMYS (Region) = 1;

label Region_1 = 'NORTH EAST';

label Region_2 = 'SOUTH EAST';

label Region_3 = 'INTERMOUNTAIN';

label Region_4 = 'PACIFIC COAST';

label Region_5 = 'ALASKA';

label Region_6 = 'MULTIPLE AREAS';

RENAME Region_1 = NORTHEAST;

RENAME Region_2 = SOUTHEAST;

RENAME Region_3 = INTERMOUNTAIN;

RENAME Region_4 = PACIFIC;

RENAME Region_5 = ALASKA;

RENAME Region_6 = MULTIREGION;

PROC MEANS DATA=LOOMIS MEAN STD MIN MAX SKEWNESS KURT STDERR;

VAR VAL2008;

DATA LOOMIS_DUMMY_AVGDAYS;
SET LOOMI S_DUMMY_REGIONS;
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IF AVGDAYS = 1.0 THEN AVGDAYL = 1; ELSE AVGDAYL = 0;

IF AVGDAYS = 2.1 THEN AVGDAYM = 1; ELSE AVGDAYM = 0;

IF AVGDAYS = 2.47 THEN AVGDAYH= 1; ELSE AVGDAYH = 0;

PROC PRINT DATA=LOOMIS_DUMMY_AVGDAYS;

PROC REG DAT A=LOOMI S_DUMMY_AVGDAYS;

MODEL VAL2008= AVGDAYM AVGDAYH VALMETH NORTHEAST INTERMOUNTAIN 
PACIFIC MULTIREGION /VIF COLLINOINT STB ACOV ;

OUTPUT OUT = REG_LOOMIS_DummyREG_AVG

PREDICTED = PREDICTED

RESIDUAL =RESIDUAL;

PROC FREQ DAT A=LOOMIS_DUMMY_AVGDAY S;

TABLES

VAL2008*AVGDAYS*REGION*RIVER*WILDERN*PUBLIC*DISPERSED*ROSCLASS*ACTTYPE 
*AVGDAYL*AVGDAYM*AVGDAYH*VALMETH*NORTHEAST*SOUTHEAST*INTERMOUNTAI 
N*PACIFIC*ALASKA*MULTIREGION/LIST;

PROC CORR DATA = LOOMIS_DUMMY_AVGDAYS;

VAR VAL2008 AVGDAYS REGION RIVER ROSCLASS ACTTYPE AVGDAYL AVGDAYM 
AVGDAYH

VALMETH NORTHEAST SOUTHEAST INTERMOUNTAIN PACIFIC
MULTIREGION;

/*WILDERN PUBLIC DISPERSED ALASKA - not included due to missing correlation data*/ ;

PROC ROBUSTREG DATA = LOOMIS_DUMMY_AVGDAYS;

MODEL VAL2008 = AVGDAYM AVGDAYH VALMETH NORTHEAST INTERMOUNTAIN 
PACIFIC MULTIREGION;

ODS OUTPUT parameterestimates = b;

PROC REG DAT A=LOOMI S_DUMMY_AVGDAYS;

MODEL VAL2008 = AVGDAYM AVGDAYH VALMETH NORTHEAST INTERMOUNTAIN 
PACIFIC MULTIREGION/ACOV;
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TESTAVGDAYM: TEST AVGDAYM=0;

TESTAVGDAYH: TEST AVGDAYH=0;

TESTVALMETH: TEST VALMETH=0;

TESTNORTHEAST: TEST NORTHEAST=0;

TESTINTERMOUNT AIN: TEST INTERMOUNT AIN=0;

TESTPACIFIC: TEST PACIFIC=0;

TESTMULTIREGION: TEST MULTIREGION=0;

TESTSCALE: TEST
AVGDAYM+AVGDAYH+VALMETH+NORTHEAST+INTERMOUNTAIN+PACIFIC+MULTIREGIO 
N=1;

PROC AUTOREG DATA=LOOMIS_DUMMY_AVGDAYS;

MODEL VAL2008 = AVGDAYM AVGDAYH VALMETH NORTHEAST INTERMOUNTAIN 
PACIFIC MULTIREGION;

HETERO AVGDAYH/TEST=LM;

OUTPUT OUT= REG_DUMMY_AVGDAYS

PREDICTED=PREDICTED

RESIDUAL=RESIDUAL;

PROC PLOT DATA=REG_DUMMY_AVGDAYS;

PLOT PREDICTED*RESIDUAL;

RUN;

QUIT;
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Appendix E -  Survey Questionnaire

LUMIR LANG -  SURVEY

Master of Science Thesis in Resource and Applied Economics

UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA

FAIRBANKS
School of Management 

P.O. Box 756080 

Fairbanks, AK 99775-6080 

www.uaf. edu/ som

Beaver Creek National Wild River 

Recreation Activities Economic Evaluation

http://www.uaf


Questions:

1. Is this your first time on the Beaver Creek National River?

□ Yes

□ No, please specify how many times have you floated the river including this trip.
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2. How many people are in the party?

Please note where the party members are from (city, country).

3. How did you find out about the Beaver Creek National Wild River recreational 
opportunities?

□ From friends

□ Web/internet source

□ Tourist office/brochure

□ Other (please specify).................

4. Where is your “take-out” point on this trip?

□ Fly-out by Victoria Creek.

□ Yukon River Bridge.

□ Other location (please specify)........................
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5. What is the length of your trip? .............. days.

6. What is your primary activity on the river?

□ General recreation/relax □ Hunting

□ Wildlife/Scenery viewing □ Fishing

□ Floating the river □ Hiking

□ Other (please note)

7. What are your other important activities on the river?

□ General recreation/relax □ Hunting

□ Wildlife/Scenery viewing □ Fishing

□ Floating the river □ Hiking

□ Other (please note)
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8. Are recreational activities on Beaver Creek your main reason for visiting Interior 
Alaska?

□ Yes

□ No

9. Did you see/meet other parties while floating the river?

□ Yes

□ No

10. How many people total have you met during your float on the river?

11. Have you floated any other rivers in Alaska besides Beaver Creek? 

□ Yes, please identify the other rivers below.

How would you rate your experience on Beaver Creek compared with other rivers you 
have floated?

□ No

Would you consider floating other rivers in Alaska and which?
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12. Imagine a monetary value you could fit to your overall recreational experience on the 
river?

□ Less then $500 □ $500 - $1000

□ $1001 - $1500 □ More than $1500

□ Please specify the sum, if possible. $..............

13. If this recreational experience was offered as a full tourist package deal, how much 
would you be willing to pay for such an experience?

□ Less then $500 □ $500 - $1000

□ $1001 - $1500 □ More than $1500

□ Please specify the sum, if possible. $............

14. Can you estimate your expenses for this trip?

□ Lodging/Hotels $.............

□ Cost of travel $.............

□ Food/permits/supplies $.......

15. Would you be in favor, if  the ‘take-out” point, by the mouth of Victoria Creek, 
became accessible by a road?

□ Yes

How much would you be willing to pay, if  the “take-out” point by the
mouth of Victoria Creek became accessible by road?

in US$
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□ No. And why?

16. Are you Alaska resident?

□ Yes

□ No (please specify where you are fro m )....................

17. Are you? □ Male □ Female

18. What is your age? ............... Years

19. What is your zip code? ..................

20. What was your total household income in 2007?

□ Less than $20,000 □ $20,001 - $40,000
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□ $40,001 - $60,000 □ $60,001 - $80,000

□ $80,001 - $100,000 □ More than $100,000

□ If possible, please specify the sum - $.

21. How many people are in your household including children?

Date survey taken: ........................................

Survey location: ............................................

Thank you very much for taking your time to fill out the survey. 

Lumir Lang.



Comments and suggestions:
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Please feel free to contact the University of Alaska Fairbanks - School of Management 
for questions and comments -

Lumir Lang - lumir.lang@uaf.edu (researcher).

Dr. Joseph Little -  ffjml1@uaf.edu (professor in charge of the research).

You may also contact Bureau of Land Management personnel administrating the Beaver 
Creek National Wild River -

Mr. Collin Cogley -  collin_cogley@ak.blm.gov

mailto:lumir.lang@uaf.edu
mailto:ffjml1@uaf.edu
mailto:collin_cogley@ak.blm.gov
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Appendix F -  The Put-In Register Sheet for May, June and July 2008
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Appendix G -  Comments and Road Access Concerns of Survey Respondents 

Table I: Comments of survey respondents

“This was a great trip on a wild river that was relatively low cost (2 couples flew back to 
Nome Creek, 1 back to Fairbanks). Great wildlife viewing, low level of human sign on 
gravel banks, but surprising amount of air traffic.”

“Great experience!”

“Keep Alaska wild.”

“Beaver Creek is one of the best grayling streams in the Interior. Hiking in the White 
Mountains is excellent.”

“Road access to Victoria Creek will make use easier; resulting in an increase. This 
increase will lower the quality of the experience; it will also result in more management 
problems and cost. Controlling access is the first and most important tool of the 
recreation officer.”
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Table II: Concerns of survey respondents on a possibility of a road access at the take-out 
location of the float on Beaver Creek NWR.

"Takes away the remote "Alaskan" experience for not just hunters but all!"

"Beaver Creek is a "wild" river."

"We want it remote."

"Detracts from wilderness experience."

"Too much traffic."

"Less people."

"Why? - Fear of overpopulating the river. Less resource (fish, moose)."

"More people possibly more Jet Boats."

"Is it being considered? I hope not, since I work in the BLM and have not heard of it."

"It would detract from the high quality experience. Too much use with road.”
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Appendix H -  Interviews

Name/Institution

Mark Bertram, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

Nicole Gustine, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Berry Whitehill, U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Collin Cogley, Bureau of Land Management 

Holli McClain, Bureau of Land Management 

Peter Kamper, Alaska Expedition Service 

Ralph Meyer, Go North 

Peter Fix, University of Alaska Fairbanks

Jim Mery, Doyon, Inc.

Bob Bursiel, Wright Air

Tom Seaton, Alaska Department of Fish & Game

Role/Position (number o f  interviews)

Wildlife Biologist -  Yukon Flats NWR (1)

Refuge Specialist -  Yukon Flats NWR (3)

Deputy Refuge Manager -  Yukon Flats 
NWR (1)

Outdoor Recreation Planner (12)

Outdoor Recreation Planner (6)

Owner, Licensed guide company (5)

Owner, Licensed guide company (1)

Associate Professor of outdoor recreation

Vice President, Lands & Natural 
Resources (1)

Owner (2)

Wildlife Biologist (1)


